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Chapter 1

Introduction
The focus of the research is the semantics of logic programming. Concepts in the
currently used semantics like negation as failure, the Closed World Assumption and
multivalued interpretations need to be thoroughly understood in order to develop
semantics for extensions of the logic programming paradigm. These new semantics
need to be motivated generalizations of the currently used semantics. The generalization of logic programming allows formalization of more sophisticated problems
requiring both increase of expressive power as well as refinement of the interpretation of the language.
This culminates in two major research topics. We investigate the relations between
the logic program P, all possible models of P and the model of P intended by the
programmer, with statusdifferentiation of literals as a specific topic. The second
major research topic of this report is the effect of language extensions on both these
relations and the standard semantics of logic programming. Again statusdifferrentiation of literals plays an important role.
Statusdifferentiation is addressed whenever the programming language is extended
with a new concept, in a philosophical and in a formal way. The status of literals and
their truth-values culminates in that interpretation that is taken to be the intended
model of the program.

For positive logic programs the minimal model is universally accepted to be the
semantics of the program. Only two truth-values are used: true and false. Instead
of taking the minimal model we study every possible model of a program. We summarize all these models in one model by considering sets of truth-values for an atom

instead of one truth-value per atom as in. ordinary models. An atom is assigned
value {false, true} if it is true in some models and false in others. Considering sets
of truth-values gives us greater insight in the nature of the minimal model and how
negation in this model'is to be interpreted. Summarizing, we study the modelspace
of programs and highlight the important.. semantics against this modelspace. This
3

process is applied to the general logic programs as well. For logic programming with
explicit negation, the situation is slightly more complicated, therefore the research
of the modelspace of this programming paradigm will be integrated in the studies
of the model-theoretic semantics of programs with explicit negation.
Fixpoints, being an intermediate between model-theoretic (or declarative) and prooftheoretic (or procedural) approaches, have proven to be important tools in facilitating our research. This is especially true for the least fixpoints.

The remaining part of the introduction contains a description of the basic concepts
underlying our research.

1.1

Related areas of research

There are several areas of research related to the research of semantics for logic
programming. In these areas, either the procedural or the declarative approach is
predominantly used to define the semantics for theories. We will order the areas of
research according to the semantic approach.
The model-theoretic approach is used in Reason Maintenance and Non-monotonic
Reasoning, where motivations and justifications for a solution can be more important than the solution itself. A collection of logic rules is used to describe a problem
and a set of models is constructed instead of finding a specific model by way of
explicit control. The control is performed on a higher level of abstraction.
The procedural approach originates from imperative programming, where control,
that is, the method of finding a solution, is emphasised over logic, that is, the description of a problem and its solutions.
Between imperative programming and non-monotonic reasoning lies the logic programming paradigm. In logic programming, both logic and control play is part, but
in contrast to imperative programming, the emphasis now lies .on logic instead of
control. The control performs a top-down search for answers to a query. The procedural quality of this approach is necessary though not sufficient in order; to obtain
efficiency, but at the same time limits the quality of the solution to the query.

The fixpoint approach, being an intermediate between the model-theoretic and the
proof-theoretic approach, plays an important role in the research of semantics, due
to the constructive properties of least fixpoints -and the property that a 'fixpoint
operator characterizes specific sets of models:

The close relationship of the different semantics to Default Logic, Auto-epjstemic
4

Logic and Circumscription was proved by translating General Logic Programs into
these logics and showing that the semantics of a program corresponds to the meaning of the translated program in the respective logic. The first such approach is due
to Przymusinski, who showed that the stratified semantics is in this sense equivalent
to Default Logic, Auto-epistemic Logic and Circumscription [32]. This result was
extended by Marek and Truscynski [27] to the stable model semantics; they considered- several translations and proved that there are one-to-one correspondences
between the stable models of a program and the default extensions of the translated
program (which is a default theory). The recent [31] contains the converse translation: nonmonotonic theories are mapped into logic programs.

A very close relationship of the stable model semantics with the theory of Reason
Maintenance has been established by Elkan [10].
We also mention some approaches using methods of abduction to assign semantics
to logic programs: [19, 8, 12, 4].

1.2

Negation in Logic Programming

Implicit negation and explicit negation are discussed separately and added to positive logic programming in an incremental fashion, in which the complexity of rules
containing negations is expanded gradually. The standard resulting logic programming language is called Extended Logic Programming, or in short, ELP.
Inherent to the enhancement of the expressive power of the logic programming language is that the set of possible truth values for literals increases both in magnitude
and in complexity of its elements. This immediately leads to the call for a revaluation of the classification of possible interpretations of literals, especially when both
implicit negation and explicit negation are present in the language.

It turns out that the existing semantics of logic programs with explicit negation,
have trouble in the statusdifferentiation between atoms and their explicit negation.
To solve this problem, we, translated the class of ELP's into a subclass of ELP, called
Simple Extended Logic Programming (SELP). Interestingly, this subclass SELP of
ELP proves to be equivalent to ELP under the stable model semantics. Given this

equivalence, the research hypothesis was formulated that it might be possible to
combine implicit and explict negation into one negation. A new logic programming
language was developed to incorporate this specific negation. In this new paradigm,
called CWELP for Closed World Extended Logic Programming, the status of every
kind of literal and its truth values is straightforward. The research hypothesis was
proved correct in that for every ELP there is an equivalent CWELP, where equivalence is with respect to the stable model semantics, i.e. CWELP subsumes ELP.
5

Extending the programming language implies that the semantics of programs must
be extended as well. In the report several ways are presented to develop constructive
extensions of the fixpoint semantics.
Next to the simple and effective statusdifferentiation of literals in CWELP and the
fact that CWELP subsumes ELP, an important advantage of CWELP over ELP is
that, using a simple transformation from SELP to CWELP, the wellfounded model
of an SELP is extended by the wellfounded model of the corresponding CWELP.
SELP, or Simple Extended Logic Programming, is a subclass of ELP which we will
show to be equivalent to ELP.

6

Chapter 2
Concepts of Logic Programming
In this chapter the basic concepts of logic programming are introduced. These include the overall syntax of logic programs and the notions of interpretations and
models. Furthermore, the concepts of Closed World reasoning and negation as failure are explained.

2.1

Closed World Assumption and Negation As
Failure

The Closed World Assumption (CWA) is a nonmonotonic rule, introduced by Reiter [36] to efficiently represent completely specified worlds. The motivation of the
assumption stems from the observation that the number of negative facts about a
given domain is typically much greater than the number of positive ones. In many
natural applications the number of negative facts is so large that their explicit representation becomes pragmatically impossible. Consider, for example [24], a simple
data base representing a library with 1000 readers and 10,000 books, and suppose
that each reader is allowed to borrow up to 5 books. Obviously, we would rather
avoid storing between 9,995,000 and 10,000,000 sentences to keep track of all readers

and all the books they do not borrow at the moment. However, if we ignore .this
information, how can we infer that the book is not lent at all?
The natural solution to this problem is to assume that all positive information has
been specified, so that any positive proposition that cannot be inferred from this
information is false. This is precisely Reiter's CWA rule.
By BT we denote the Herbrand Base of a theory T.

Definition 2.1 [Closed World Assumption] Let T be a finite set of universal firstorder sentences without equality. The closure of T, denoted by CWA(T), is the
7

theory

TU{-AI TVAandAEBT}
It states that any atomic sentence which cannot be derived from a given collection
of facts is assumed to be false. If the rule is in force, only positive facts are explicitly represented. Negative facts are inferred from the lack of proofs of their positive
counterparts.
Various. versions of the CWA rule have been developed, since the original rule as
given in the above definition does not always preserve consistency. However, Reiter
proved that if T is a consistent Horn theory, then CWA(T) is consistent as well.
Since derivability in first order logic is semi-decidable, CWA(T) is hard to incorporate in a programming paradigm. Therefore, the Closed World Assumption is
only partially included in the different logic programming environments [23]. We
will indicate to what extent the Closed World Assumption is formalized in the logic
programming languages. The symbol - will be used to indicate the partially formalized CWA and will be called implicit negation.
In the Sections 2.4.1, 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.5 and 4.8 this subject will be revisited.

2.2

Syntax of logic programming

The letter A, with or without index, is used to indicate atoms. The lower case letters, a, b, c, ..., are used to indicate specific atoms in examples. An explicit literal
is either an atom A or its explicit negation -A. -L, where L is an explicit literal,
is called a default literal. A literal is either an explicit literal or a default literal.
The letter L, with or without index, is used to indicate literals, unless specifically
defined differently.

Given a first order language Lang [30], the overall form of a logic programming rule
r is
Lo +-- Li A

... A L.

The left-handside of a rule is called its head, denoted hd,(r) = Lo, the right-handside
is called its body, denoted a(r) = L, A...A L. a(r) may be the empty conjunction,

denoted 0, which means that hd(r) is true as a fact. A set of rules stands for all
its ground instances with respect to Lang. A logic program is such a finite set of rules.

The following is a list of small definitions which will be used throughout this report.
Suppose V is a set of literals, L E V and 0 is a formula.

At(e) = BO, i.e. the Herbrand Base of ¢.
8

NNL = L.

--L = L.
NV = {NL IL E V}.

-V={-iLILEV}.
Lit+(O) = {A I A occurs in }.

Lit,() = {-,A `-A occurs in ¢}.
Lit-(O) = {NA I NA occurs in 0}.

Lit--(O) = {NBA I -,A occurs in q5}.
Lit®(O) = Lit+(¢) U Lit,() (the set of classical literals).

Lit-(O) = Lit-(c) U Lit-,(q5).
Lit() = Lit®(¢) U Lit-(q5).

For example, let 0 = a - b A -c A Nd A --e, then
At(O) _ {a, b, c, d, e},

Lit+(0) _ {a, b},
Lit-(q5) = {ic},

Lit-(O) = {,d} and
Lit(q5) = {a, b, -ic, Nd, --e}.
These definitions hold also for sets of formulas. For example, if V is a set of formulas, then At(V) = JOE V At(e). So that At(P) = Bp for a program P.

Similar notations are used to describe parts of the bodies of rules. Let r be a. rule,
then

+(r) _ ALit+(a(r)),

a®(r) = ALit' (a(r)),

a-(r) _ A Lit,(a(r)),
a-(r) _ /BLit-(a(r)),
a--(r) = A Lit--(a(r)),
9

a- (r) = A Lit-(a(r))..
For convenience, we will also use a to denote the set of literals occurring in the
body a of a rule.

Definition 2.2 (Sequence) Let P be an LP. a is a sequence over P if the elements
of o are rules of P that can be ordered as (rl,... , rk) such that for all 1 < i < k
hd(ri) E At(a(ri+1)). a = (rl, ... , rk) is a sequence between A, (beginpoint) and
A2 (endpoint) if Al E At(a(ri)) and A2 = hd(rk).

2.3

Semantics

We use three truth-values t "true", u "undefined" and f "false" and the connectives

A, -, - and +-. <- is the weak implication, where u - u is considered to be
is an
true. A is standard conjunction, - is an explicit negation symbol and
implicit negation symbol. Additionally, we can use two different orderings of the
-

truth values: the lattice 3t defined by f <t u <t t (truth-ordering) and the semilattice 3k defined by u <k f and u <k t (knowledge-ordering). The relations <t and
<k naturally extend to interpretations as will be made precise below the following
definition.

Definition 2.3 [28][Interpretation] By an interpretation I of a language Lang we
mean any set T U -F, where T and F are disjoint subsets of explicit literals over
the Herbrand base, obeying the following coherence rule: if -L E T then L E F.
The set T contains all ground explicit literals true in I, the. set F contains all
ground explicit literals false in I. The truth value of the remaining explicit literals
is undefined. (The truth value of a default literal -L is the three-valued complement.
of L).

The ordering <k between literals can be extended to a knowledge ordering <k between interpretations in the usual way:

I <k I,

iff

I(A) <k I'(A) for every A E Bp

The truth ordering <t for interpretations is defined analogously.
Given a program P and an interpretation I we define the I reduction of P by

PI = {AE-a+,I(a-) I A - a E P}
Proposition 2.4 [28][Noncontradiction condition] If I = T U -F is an interpretation of a program P then there is no pair of explicit literals A, -A such that A E T
and -A E T.

10

Note that A and -A in F is allowed.
An interpretation can be equivalently viewed as a function I : Bp U -iBp - V,
where V = If, u, t}. Let I = T U -F and let L be an explicit literal, then I (L) = t
iff L E T, I(L) = f iff L E F and I(L) = u iff neither L E T nor L E F. Based on
this function we can define a truth valuation of formulae.

Definition 2.5 [Truth valuation]wlf I is an interpretation, the truth valuation I
corresponding to I is a function I
Form " V, where Form is the set of all
:

formulae of the language, recursively defined as follows:

If L is an explicit literal, then I(L) = I(L).

I(.L) = AI(L), where -t = f, -u = u and f = t.
I(ai A a2) = min<,(l(ai),I(a2))

I(LF-a)={ t

if I(L) <i I(c,)
f otherwise

If I is an interpretation, then IT = JA E Bp ( I (A) = t}. Similar for IF and fU. So
I = IT U -IF.

Definition 2.6 [Model An interpretation I is called a model of a program P if for
every ground instance of a program rule r, I (r) = t.
As in [30] we expand our language by adding to it the propositions t, u and f such

that every interpretation I satisfies I(t) = t, I(u) = u and I(f) = f. By a nonnegative program we mean a program in which only explicit literals and/or u are
used.

If no confusion arises, we will use I instead of I to indicate the valuation function
corresponding to the interpretation I.
The definition of a monotonic proof of a literal L with respect to a logic program P
with or without explicit negation is:

Definition 2.7 [Monotonic Proof] Let P be a program with explicit negation. A
monotonic proof of a literal L with respect to P is a finite sequence irp(L) _
(ri,:..,r;,,) of rules in P such that:
-i. hd(rm) = L ;

2. for every r, .(1 < i < m): Lit(a(ri)) C {hd(ri), ..., hd(ri_i)}.
Let LP stand for logic programming in general. Let P be a LP.
11

Mod(P) is the set of all models (both two- and three-valued) of P.
Mod2(P) is the set of all two-valued models of P.
Mod3(P) is the set of all three-valued models of P.

Stab(P) is the set of all stable models (both two- and three-valued) of P.
Stab2(P) is the set of all two-valued stable models of P.
Stab3(P) is the set of all three-valued stable models of P.
To define a mapping from the set of three-valued interpretations into itself, it suffices

to consider mappings from VP into itself. We write 3BP to indicate that we are
interested in the <k-ordering. Given an operator on a (semi)-lattice L, we denote
by -DTa its A'th iteration from below, with 4)T° = 0 and by j' its ,'th iteration
41)

from above (starting with the whole set L). Its least fixpoint is 1fp(-(D).

Procedurally, semantics Semp(S) of a program P with a set S of atoms, can be
defined as a set of literals that can be computed from P and S with a particular
derivation mechanism (such as SLD-resolution).

Model-theoretically, all semantics used in this report are defined as subsets of
Mod(P U S) (the set of all models of P and S). More precisely, they are subsets of the (three-valued) Herbrand-models of the underlying language Lpus
In the following we will use two sorts of extensions of semantics. When we say that
Sem' extends another semantics Sem, we have to distinguish between:
Sem <k Sem': VA E Bp: Sem(A) <k Sem'(A).

Sem' is defined for a class of programs that strictly includes the class of programs for which Sem is defined and for all programs of this smaller class, Sem
and Sem' coincide.
Given these basic principles of logic programming, we will continue by discussing
the class of Positive Logic Programming.

2.4

Positive Logic Programming

The most simple form of logic programming is based on Horn clauses. A' program
containing only Horn clauses is called a Positive Logic Program (PLP), since no
negation is used in its rules. A rule of a PLP has the following form:

A°E-AlA...AA
12

Such a rule means informally: if the body is true, then the head must be true as well.

With rules of this form, for example, a program can be constructed describing that
paths from one, place to another are also paths from the other place to the first.

Example 2.8 Let P = {p(a, b) F--

,

p(x,y) - p(y, x)}. Then P describes that

p(b, a), must be true, because there is a path from a to b and every path from y to
x implies the existence of a path from x to y.

Given a PLP program P it is important to know what its semantics are. In other
words which solutions of a problem it signifies.

2.4.1

Semantics of PLP

As explained in the introduction, there are two basically different approaches: the
procedural and the model-theoretic semantics. The fixed point semantics is an intermediate between the two basic approaches [7].
The famous SLD-resolution constitutes the procedural semantics for PLP. The SLD-

inference procedure comprises a selection mechanism and a resolution part, thus
constructing a so called SLD-tree. For more details we refer to [23, 7, 1], but here
we only want to describe the three different sorts of branches of an SLD-tree, namely

1. infinite branches,

2. branches that end with the empty clause ("success"),
3. branches. that end in a deadlock ("failure") because no applicable rule is left.

The second type of branches corresponds to the atoms considered true, the third
type to the atoms considered false, because of the failure. That leaves the first type
of branches in which the SLD-resolution will contine indefinitely. Obviously, the
halting problem can be formalized with PLP, see [38].

Although we will not study the procedural semantics in more detail, it is obvious
that the assumption to consider an atom to be false if the attempt to prove the opposite fails, is present in SLD-resolution. This is the first instantiation of the Closed
World Assumption we will encounter. From this instantiation the name negation as
failure originated.
Model-theoretically, it is well known that positive logic programs always possess a
least Herbrand model Mp (see [23, 1, 7]). SLD is sound and complete with respect
to the minimal model semantics, see [7].

There is also a definition of Mp using the immediate consequence operator Tp

2B° - 2B?; I - Tp(I).

.
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Definition 2.9 [Immediate consequence operator] Let P be a PLP and let A be a
ground atom.

Tp(I)(A) _

t if there is a rule A - a E P with I(a) = t
f otherwise

It turns out, that Tp is monotone, continuous and Mp = Tp T" = lfp(Tp) [6, 35].

As is obvious from the above definition, every atom in Bp is either false or true
in Mp. However, the language of PLP makes the derivability of -"A for an atom
A impossible. This means that some sort of Close World reasoning was used in
the development of Mp. A special form of the Closed World Assumption can be
formalized using Mp [7]:

CWA: Infer -A iff A E Bp does not occur in Mp.
So, if we now would allow negation to appear in the bodies of rules we would have a
way to infer it. However, Mp is only recursively enumerable and not recursive, this

led to the development of another method to infer negative information. We will
come back to this in Section 3.3.1.
To enhance the insight into the nature of the different truth-values used in PLP, the
next subsection studies the modelspace of a positive logic program and characterizes
this modelspace by studying sets of truth-values.

2.4.2

Modelspace of PLP

The first area to apply the idea of sets of truth-values instead of single truth-values is
the field of positive logic programming. This field is already thoroughly understood
and shows how this idea can help to gain insight in the matter of logic programming.

The meaning of a positive logic program P is the minimal model Mp of P. As
only two truth-values are used in positive programs, we can fully determine a model
by describing only the set of atoms valuated t in the model. All other atoms will be
valued f, since there is no reason to value them t. So we can also characterize the
minimal model as:

.

Proposition 2.10 Mp = {A A has a monotonic proof with
respect to P}.
r
In short every atom not occurring in Mp will be false by the Closed World Assumption.

In the following we will not only study the minimal model as the meaning of a
positive program, but we will also study the set of all models as the semantics of a
.14

positive program. If we consider the possible values an atom can have in the different models, we see, at first sight, the following possibilities: an atom can be false
in every model, denoted by {f}, it can be false in some and true in other models,
If, t), and last but not least it can be true in all models, {t}, see figure 2.4.2. However, the first option is impossible since Bp is always a model of positive program P.

t

oft)
f,t}

if

{f}

Figure 2.1: From truth-values to sets of truth-values in positive logic programming
So, if we do not consider the value of an atom in a 'particular model, but take as its
value the set of values it has in all models, we are left with two possibilities: {t} and
If, t}. The model created in this way will be called S(P) and is defined as follows:

Definition 2.11 (Set-model) The set-model S(P) of a positive logic program P
is a tuple of subsets of Bp (St, Sft) where a E St iff for all models M of P holds

aEM; The setSft=Bp - St.
The following holds:

Theorem 2.12 Let S(P) = (St, Sft) be the set-model of a positive logic program P.
Then S(P) = Mp.
The proof is easy and left to the reader.
In the Chapter 2 implicit negation will be introduced in the bodies of rules.

15.

Chapter 3
Implicit Negation in Logic
Programming
3.1

Introduction to General Logic Programming

In Chapter 2 it was shown how the Closed World Assumption was used to derive
negative facts from positive logic programs. However, the language used in PLP
does not allow for negative facts to influence the assignment of truth-values to other
atoms. This however is a commonly wanted phenomenon. Consider for example the
world of the birds. A commonly expressed opinion is that birds fly, however upon
reflection, it is more correct to say most birds fly", "typical birds fly" or "normally,
birds fly", for there are exceptions to this rule of thumb, like penguins. Obviously,
if this world of birds is to be described, both the normal and the abnormal situation
must be defined.
fly f-- normal n bird
abnormal F- penguin

However, the connection between normal and abnormal still has to be formalized in
a rule. This is impossible in PLP. Keeping the Closed World Assumption in mind,
one could take it that a situation is normal unless specifically stated otherwise and
add to the program the rule:
normal

t-

abnormal

which means that the situation is normal whenever abnormal is false because of
the Closed World Assumption. So the new symbol ti stands for implicit negation
or similarly for false because of a specific instantiation of the CWA, which will be
made precise in the sections on the semantics of GLP, i.e. Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.
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Syntax of General Logic Programming

3.2

As mentioned above, the syntax of GLP will be described in two mariners, which
we will prove to be equivalent. The first method is based on PLP to which only
rules are added to connect atoms of opposing meaning to each other like the rule to
formalize the opposite meaning of the atoms "normal" and "abnormal". The second
is the standard way of defining General Logic Programs. Both ways describe the
form of rules due to which atoms that are implicitly false, which we will also call
false by negation as failure, can influence the assignment of truth-values to other
atoms. These rules will be called naf-rules and are characterized by the fact that
the symbol - appears in the body of the rule.

Definition 3.1 (SGLP) A simple naf-rule is a rule of the form A t- -B, where
A and B are atoms. E. is the set of all simple naf-rules. A Simple General Logic
Program P is a PLP to which some, possibly empty, finite subset of E_ is added.

Example 3.2 Let P = {fly +-- normal A bird, abnormal +-- penguin, normal F-abnormal} is a Simple General Logic Program.
Now the standard definition of a General Logic Program will be given.

Definition 3.3 (GLP) A General Logic Program P is a set of rules of the form
AO t- Al A... A An, A -A,,,+i A ... A An, where Ai (0 < i _< n) is an atom and ti
stands for negation as failure.

It is clear that the definition of GLP subsumes the definition of SGLP.

Definition 3.4 (Positive rule) A rule not containing an occurrence of the symbol

- is called a positive rule. A naf-rule that is not a simple naf-rule is called a
nonsimple naf-rule.

3.3

Semantics of GLP

In Chapter 2 the definition of a model of a GLP has already been given. In contrast
to the semantics of PLP, the semantics of a GLP is not directly clear. It does not
suffice to make every atom false for which truth cannot be inferred. For example, in
P = {a +- -a}, a cannot be inferred, but if we choose a to be false, i.e. I = {-.a},
then I(a F- -a) = f, so J is not a model, So, how do we infer negative information?

Pt
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3.3.1

Procedural semantics of GLP

As explained in the previous chapter, Section 2.4.1, it can be problematic to use a
form of Closed World reasoning based on MP only. To get a recursively enumerable
subset of BP - MP, we can try to derive -A by finitely "failing" the tree for A, i.e.
by building, using SLD-resolution, a tree for A that is finite and has only failing
branches. Model-theoretically this idea can be formalized by Clark's completion [5],
called comp(P).

Clark's formalism is based on the idea that a program P contains all the rules for
an atom A. We will not give the exact definitions, since they are complex and not
essential to understand the following. For information about completion we refer to
[7, 25, 26, 37].

However, for the propositional case, comp(P) is obtained from P easily.

Definition 3.5 (Definition) The definition of a literal L, Def (L) = {L +-- a I A. <a E P}. comp(P) is obtained from P by

comp(P)={A- V a(r)IAEBp&Def(A)-0}U{-AIAEBp&Def(A)=O'
rEDef (A)

Clark's completion can be used to define negation as finite failure (NAFF):

NAFF: Infer -A iff MOD(comp(P))
not only the Herbrand models.

[--

-A, where MOD stand for all models,

The procedural semantics SLDNF is based on NAFF:

SLDNF = SLD + NAFF.
For the precise definitions of SLDNF-resolution we refer to [23, 1] as they are very
complex and will not be referred to in this report. We described SLDNF here to show
the evolution of the inference of negative information by different formalization& of
the principle of Closed World reasoning: In Section 3.3.2 we will give a formalization
of the CWA suitable for GLP.

3.3.2

Model-theoretical semantics of GLP

It is not trivial to define a canonical model for programs with, implicit negation.
Unlike a PLP, a GLP has no least Herbrand model, Tp is not monotone and comp(P)
may become inconsistent. Therefore three-valued extensions of comp, called co.mp3
were developed [13, 21]. However, Fitting [13] showed that there always exists a
unique _<k-least, minimal (three-valued) Herbrand model of comp3(P). This model
is the least fixpoint of a <k monotone operator -Op refining Tp.
1$

Definition 3.6 [Operator J p ][6, 13] Let A be a ground atom, I be an interpretation
of GLP P. The operator Jp : 3Bp F- 3Bp; I --* Jp(I) is defined as:

t if there is a ruleA+-- aEP with I(a)=t
Jp(I)(A) =

f if for all rules A - a E P we have I(a) = f
u otherwise

Jp is monotone, but not continuous. Thus, in Fitting's semantics, the least fixpoint
of Jp, "lfp((Dp)" is not recursively enumerable in general.

For the relations between lfp(Jp), comp(P) and SLDNF we refer to [7]. For a
complete understanding of both the use of implicit negation and how to infer it, we
need a few new notions:

Definition 3.7 [Dependency-Graph Qp]
For a general logic program P, the dependency-graph Cp is a finite directed graph
whose vertices are the predicate symbols from P. There is a positive (respectively
negative) edge from R to R' iff there is a rule R - a in P and R' E a+ (respectively

R' E a-). We say
R depends on R' if there is a path in Cjp from R to R,

R depends positively on R' if there is a path in Cp from R to R' containing
only an even number of negative edges,

R depends negatively on R' if there is a path in gp from R to R' containing
an odd number of negative edges.

A generalization of 9p is the infinite instantiated dependency-graph 9" whose vertices are the elements of Brp, where Gp is the language of P. The edges are defined
analogously: instead of P one takes P;nst.
There could of course be circulair dependencies:

Definition 3.8 [Loops, recursion through negation] Let P be a GLP, L and L' literals.

A nonempty sequence with beginpoint L and endpoint L' such that L = L', is
called a loop or equivalently:

There is a loop containing L if L depends on itself, i.e. there is a path of
length > 0 in Gp from L to, L,
A loop is positive if it contains no. negative edges,
A,,, loop is negative if it is not positive,
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An odd loop containing L is a negative loop containing L such that L depends
negatively on itself,
An even loop containing L is a negative loop containing L such that L depends
positively on itself,

(rl,...

,.

rm) is an instance of recursion through negation with respect to P if

ri E P for every 1 < i < m
2. hd(ri) E At(a(ri+i)) for every 1 < i < m
3. hd(rm) E At(a(ri))
4. there is an 1 (1 < i < m) such that -hd(ri) E a-(ri}1)) or
1.

hd(rm) E

a-(rl).
Example 3.9 Consider the programs:

P1={p+-p}and

P2={pt--p}
In the first program, p depends positively on itself while in the second, p depends
negatively on itself. The first program consists of a positive loop, while the second
consists of an odd, and thus negative, loop. The only reason to assume p in the
first program is p itself, therefore p should not be derivable. In the second program,
the assumption -p would imply a contradiction, so -p should not be derivable, but
what value should p have then?
The problems with positive and negative loops can be avoided for an interesting. large
class of programs, called stratified programs, [2]. The idea is to rule out all programs
having an occurrence of recursion through negation, i.e. those with negative loops.

Programs without recursion through negation, i.e. stratified programs, induce a
natural ordering on their relation symbols.

Definition 3.10 [Stratification]
A program P is stratified, if it can be partitioned into disjoint sets as P =,PIU...UP,,,
such that the following holds for 1 < i < n:
1. If a relation symbol R occurs positively in a rule in Pi, then all rules containing
R in their heads are contained in
Pi.
2. If a relation symbol R occurs negatively in a rule in Pi, then all rules !containing
R in their heads are. contained in Ui<i P;.

P is called stratified via Pl U ... U P,, and every Pi is called a stratum of P.
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Although the problem of recursion through negation is not present in stratified programs, we still have not treated positive loops like p +-- p in the desired way which
in. this case is to assign false to p.

This means that negation as finite failure should be enhanced by a mechanism that
"detects" loops of this sort. For an intensive study in the field of loop-detection we
refer to the Ph. D. thesis of R. Bol [3].

As illustrated above, the negative loops, which are instances of recursion through
negation, seem to prohibit the evolution of a semantics that consists of two-valued
models. However, methods were developed to give a semantics to any GLP, even if
it contains negative loops.
In [39] for every GLP P a partial model was constructed using the notion of greatest
unfounded set. This definition was reconstructed in 3-valued logic using 4DP, a
generalization of gyp, by Przymusinski in [34, 35, 33].

Definition 3.11 (Implicit and Explicit reasons) Let J and I be interpretations
of a LP P. Let L be a literal. We define

t if there is a rule L E-- a in P,
such that for every L' E Lit(a),
ERP ( I I ( Ll =

(v,J (L

)=t
L'E Bp, J(L')=u and I(L') = t)
f otherwise

and

t for all rules L f- a in P there is an L' E Lit(a), such that
(J(L')=f

IRp(I)(-L) =

or

L' E Bp, J(L') = u and l(L') = f)

f otherwise
Definition 3.12 [Operator DP] Let J and I be interpretations of a GLP P. Let A
be a ground atom. Define the operator I

: 3BP

-- 3 B P by:

t if ERp(I)(A). = t
Dp(I)(A) =

f if IRP(I)(-14) = t
u otherwise

J represents the safe knowledge: JT and Jp never decrease.. I stands for the current
to I and iterating this further gives us new information. In

knowledge; applying
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this process IF decreases.

For all interpretations J the operator Op is <t-monotone and has a <t-least fixpoint
4)pTw, starting with the <t-least interpretation -Bp, i.e. OPT' = -Bp [40].

Definition 3.13 [OperatorSZp] Let P be a GLP with interpretation J. The operator
Op : 3BP H 3BP is defined as Zp(J) = OpTW.
SZp is <k-monotone and has a unique <k-least fixpoint Slp T".

Przymusinski showed that both the stable and the wellfounded semantics, which
were originally defined by respectively [14] and [391, can be seen as fixpoints of this
operator Op.

Definition 3.14 [Wellfounded model] Let P be a GLP. The operator WF is defined
as WF(P) = Stp T". VVF(P) is called the wellfounded model, abbreviated as wfmodel, of P.
The wellfounded model (WF(P)) as defined for general logic programs, if applied to
positive programs, is exactly the minimal model of positive programs. In terms of
negation as failure, this can be easily explained by the absence of recursion through
negation [2] in positive programs.

Definition 3.15 [Modulo] Let be P be a GLP with interpretation I. The P modulo
I transformation i is defined by i = {A f-- a+AX I A <- a E P and I (a-) = I(X),

X E {t,u,f}}.
It is not difficult to show that M = WF(P) is the least fixpoint of the operator Op

V

.

Definition 3.16 [Stable model] Let P be a GLP with model AL Al is a 3-stable

model of P iffM=OPTW, where 4PTo =Bp.
.I7

Note that O op To

V

# -B P. The wellfounded model can equivalently be defined as

the <k-least 3-stable model of P.

In the original definition of the stable models, only two-valued models could be
stable. Since the two-valued stable model semantics is not universal, which means
that not every program has a two-valued stable model, the definition of stability
was generalized to the above three-valued stable models.

Example 3.17 Let P = j a E- a}. Then P has no two-'valued stable models. It
has one three-valued stable model, namely 0.
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However, neither the three-valued nor the two-valued stable model semantics is
unique, which means that there are programs for which several stable models exist.

Example 3.18 Let P = {a a- -mob, b - Na}. Then P has two two-valued stable
models: {a,-b} and {b,-a}. And P has one additional three-valued stable model:
0.

The wellfounded model, being the <k-least 3-stable model, is a universal and unique
semantics. Furthermore, the wellfounded model of a program P can be computed
IP12-time if P is ground, while the computation of two-valued stable models is
in
an NP-Hard problem, even for ground programs. Here, API _ ErEp I rl, where Irl _

#(Lit(r)), the number of literals in the rule r.
Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor formulated some strong structural principles for a
nonmonotonic entailment relation between single formulae [20] and Pereira [29] formulated some weak structural principles that a semantics should comply with. In [7]
an overview of the different semantics is given and is described what semantics obey

what principles. From this study by J. Dix it becomes clear that the wellfounded
semantics takes a central place among the different semantics for logic programs and
the relation between the stable and other semantics is made clear.
Given the wellfounded semantics we can formalize the next special form of the Closed
World Assumption:

CWA: Infer -A iff WF(P) H -A.
"implicit negation" or "negation as failure" in the next chapters refers to the above
formalization of the Closed World Assumption. In Section 4.8 we will come back to
the formalization of the CWA for the last time.
Based on the wellfounded model we can define the following relations between literals, which will be used in Section 4.11, Theorem 4.51 and Lemma 4.52..

Definition 3.19 Need-relation] Let P be a logic program. Let V C Bp U -Bp be
a set of explicit literals and L an explicit literal. We define Ptv = jr E P V fl
Lit®(r) = 0}. Then L needs V iff WF(P)(L)
WF(Ptv)(L).

:

Example 3.20. Let P be:

d+-

ed

c <---e
Then Pt{d} _ {c 4-

-e}.

WF(P) = {d, e,-c}, while WF(Pt{d}) = {c, -mod, ,e}. So c needs d.
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A slight change in this example will be an example where c does not need d:

Example 3.21 Let P be:
e+-- d

c - -e
Again Pt{d} = {c +-

-e}.

But now WF(P) = WF(Pt{d}). _ {c,

d, -e}. So c does not need d.

Example 3.22 Let P be:
d df-

CE-d

c-e
Now Pt{d)={cE-e}.
In this case WF(P) = {d, c, -e}, while WF(Pt{d}) = 1-c,-d,-e}. So c needs d.

Definition 3.23 (Broken sequences)
A sequence between Al and A2 is broken iff Al does not need A2.

An occurrence of rtn is broken if there exists a broken sequence within this
occurrence.

In other words: the truth-value of d influences the truth-value of c, when c needs
d. Note that the relation need is not the same as the relation depend on as defined
in [2].

Definition 3.24 [GLP(P)] Let P be a logic program, then GLP(P) denotes the
greatest subset of P that consists only of GLP-rules.

Before we investigate the modelspace of GLP, we will characterize the exact
relationship between the stable models and the fixpoints of gyp. Inspired by this
relationship, we define a generalization of the stable models, called the weak .stable
models.
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Weak stable models

3.3.3

The following theorem expresses that if M is a stable model of GLP P, then Al is
a fixpoint of S2p.

Theorem 3.25 Let M be a model of GLP P. If VP T" = M, then Op T" = M and
more precise Vi: (DP T' =
V

V

pT`

Proof
Induction on is
Trivially, 4D P T° = -Bp = <P P TO.
M

Suppose V T' = DP T' = I, then we prove that (Do T'+1 = 40 Ti+l
Tr

'AT

PT! T'+1

'PIP o(I).

°q(I)(A)=tiffER'(I)(A)=tiff3A<--a'E,NVLEa':(LE0or[LEBp
and 0(L) = u and I(L) = t]) iff 3A +- a' E M :VLEa: (LEBP and I(L) = t)

iff3A4-aEP:VLEa+:(LEBVP and.I(L)=t)andVLEa-:M(L)=t
and by stability -4-3A +- a E P : `dL E a : (M(L) = t or [L E B P and I(L) = t])
Tr
and by the "aside" ---

Aside Suppose L E Bp and M(L) = f and I (L) = t. We know I = Op T', so

Ha EP:VL'Ea:(M(L')=for [L'EBp and AI(L) = u and I(L')=t]),
therefore M(a) >t u while M(L) = f, this implies that Al is not a model of
P. Contradiction.

JAi-aEP:VLEa:(M(L)=tor [LEBP

and M(L) = u and I(L) = t]) iff

ERp (I)(A) = t iff
(I)(A) = t.
VP (I)(A) = f iff IRp (I)(- A) = t iff VA
[L E'MBop and 0(L) = u and I(L) = fl) iff

a'E

VA+-a'E ,p-y

:

E--

P : 3L E a' :

I(L)=f iff

VA _ E P: (3LEa+;I(L)=f
= and by the "aside" G

or3LEa- I(L) = f)

Aside Suppose L E Bp and M(L) = f and I(L) 0 f. I(L) 54 f iff
Vp T'(L) 0 f iff 3L +- a E M : VV E a : 0 T'-I.(L) # f We know that. M is
T'- (L') 7 f.
a model of P, so M(a'+) = f so 3L' E a'+: M(L') = f and
V
the above line of reasoning until ...:
So we can
M(a"+) = f so 3L" E a" :, M(L") =.f and .V p ME') 54 f. But
.

Wr

VP To = -Bp, contradiction.
V
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VAF---aEP:(3LEa:(M(L)=for[LEBpandI(L)=f])
= and by the "aside" =
Aside Since M is a stable model of P, M(A) = t iff 3A E- a E P : M(a) = t.
Suppose .L E Bp and M(L) = f and I(L) = f. We know M(A) = t iff
3A F- a E P: M(a) = t. I (L) = f iff

VLi--aEP:3L'Ea:(<(L')=for(L'EBp&M(L')=u&I(L')=f))
which implies that VL i-- a E P: M(a) <t u, contradiction.

VVA*-aEP: 3LEa: (M(L)=for(LEBp&M(L)=u&I(L)=f))iff
IRP (NA) = t iff'DMT'+i(A) = f.

That the reverse of Theorem 3.25 does not hold, is illustrated by the following
example:

Example 3.26 Let P = {a i-- a} then WF(P) = {-a}. Let M = {a}, then
M cannot be stable, since M %k WF(P). However, ER i(-Bp)(a) = t since
M(a) = t, so (Dp (-Bp)(a) = t and therefore VP T- = Al. In this case n1 = P and

Vp T w = {-a}

M.

This example hints that positive loops determine the fixpoints of Q p. The above
theorem contains:

Let M be a model of P.

IfVpT'(A)=fandVA'EBp(M(A')=tiff3A'<-- aEP:.M(a)=t)then
Dp T(A) = f.

If 4)p Ti(A) = f then 4).T'(A) = f.

IfVpT(A)=tthen OpN(A)=t.
If 4)p T'(A) = t and M E Stab(P) then 00 T'(A) = t.
Lemma 3.27 Let M be a model of GLP P. If M is a fixpoint of S2p, then. VA E Bp :

M(A)=t if3Af---aE P: M(a)=t.
Proof
If 3A f-- a E P : M(a) = t then M(A) = t since M is a model of P. Since M is a
fixpoint of S2p, 4DM(M) = M. Therefore, M(A) = t iff 3A E- a E P : VL E a :

M(L) = t or (LEBp and M(L) = u and M(L)=t)iff3A<-aEP-:M(a)=t.
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The following is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.25.

Corollary 3.28 Let M be a model of GLP P, such that M is a fixpoint of Op (i.e.
4DMT' =M) then -MFCVPT".
V

Example 3.29 Let P = {a E- a, b +-- . a}, then WF(P) _ {tea, b}. Let M =
{a, tib}, then p, _ {a -- a}, so that P T" = {tea, -b} D {.b} = MF. Note
that a F- a is a positive loop.

M

The positive loops can come in more complicated forms like:

Example 3.30 Let P = {a - a n tib, b +-- b A -a} then WF(P) = {tea, -b}.
SZp has three more fixpoints: 0, Ml = {a, mob} and M2 = {b, -a}. In this case 0 is
not of interest and since Ml and M2 are similar we consider only Ml: P' = n% _
{a <- a} so that
{tea,-mob}. -M1F C'DOPY".
However, there are programs with positive loops such that in no model M of P that
is also a fixpoint of flp, elements of the positive loop are true.

Example 3.31 Let P = {a f- a n .-b, b E- a}, then WF(P) = {tea, -b}. P
contains a positive loop with respect to a. This time it is impossible to assign to
a the value true: Suppose M is a model of P such that M(a) = t. M(a)t implies
that M(b) = t as well, so M = {a, b}. However, M is no fixpoint of Stp: -0p TW _

{b,-a} 0 M.
In other words, only a special kind of positive loops identify the fixpoints of Pp.

Definition 3.32 (Free positive loops) Let P be a PLP with a positive loop with
respect to A E Bp. The loop is called free if there is no proof for A with respect to

P.
With this definition we can determine exactly when the reverse of Theorem 3.25
holds.

Theorem 3.33 Let M be. a model. of GLP P. M is a stable model of P iff M is a
fixpoint of Stp and p,r has no free loops with respect to A E Bp such that M(A) = t.

Proof
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We only complete the proof with respect to the proof of Theorem 3.25:

40(I)(A) = t iff

3A -aEP: vLEa: (M(L)=tor (LEBp &.M(L)=u&I(L)=t))iff
3AaE P: VL E a (M(L) = t or (L E Bp &I(L)=t))iff
3A<--a+E M: VLEa+;(M(L)=t or I(L) = t)
Aside Suppose M(L) = t, we prove I(L) = t. Recall that the level of
iteration is is

is -b T'(L)=I(L)=tiff3L-aE-pN: vL;_1Ea: (M(Li_1) = t or
,MP

T'-1(L=-1) = t)

<P T'-1(Li_1) = t iff 3Li_1 f- a E ,p-yj

:

VLi_2 E a : (AI(Li_2) = t or

(D"'Ti-2( Li-2) = t)

1: -(DP T1(L1) = t iff 3Ll .--- a E -p

:

vLo E a : (M(Lo) = t or

T°(Lo) = t)

iff

3L1 -- a E T, : VLo E a : M(Lo) = t, which indicates either a fret loop,
which contradicts our assumption or that a = 0.

iff 3A4--a+ E f, :t/LEa+: I(L)=t
iff ERP(I)(A)=t iff APT'+1(A)=t.
V

Tr

Theorem 3.33 neatly characterizes the stable models as specific types of fixpoints of
Therefore, we now know how to characterize an arbitrary fixpoint of Op.

Definition 3.34 (Weak stable model) Let P be a GLP with

Al.

is a

weak stable model of P i ff M is a fixpoint of

3.3.4

Modelspace of GLP

For positive logic programs there is a completely satisfactory semantics, i.e. the minimal model which can be computed in linear time and which is always -two-valued.
For general logic programming the situation is more complex.
The meaning of a general logic program can be formalized in several ways'.;The most
dominant semantics are the wellfounded and the stable semantics. However, these
semantics are not always ideal. The wellfounded model is not necessarily two-valued
and, so far, it can only be computed efficiently for grounded programs. If we insist
L
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on two-valued models we prefer the two-valued stable models. However, in most
cases there are several two-valued stable models and we cannot decide which is the
meaning of the program. Furthermore, not every program has two-valued stable
models at all. Finally, the stable models cannot be computed efficiently even if the
program is grounded. This motivates the study of sets of truth-values as was done
for Positive Logic Programming in Chapter 1.
For general logic programming we usually consider three truth-values, resulting in
a number of extra sets of truth-values. The seven values are: Jul, {t}, {f}, It, u},

{t, f}, If, u} and It, u, t}. As with positive programs, not all of these values can
occur: Bp is always a model of P, therefore, the values Jul, {f} and if, u} are
impossible. Furthermore, the value {f,t} cannot occur either. The proof of this
is not hard and is left to the reader. So we are left with {t}, {u, t} and If, u, t}.
Similar to S(P) for positive programs we define S(P) for general logic programs as:

Definition 3.35 (Set-model) The set-model S(P) of a general logic program P
is a tuple (St, S,,t, Sp t), where

St={aEPI\ MEMod(P):M(a)=t}.
S,,t={aEBp1

M1EMod(P):Mi(a)=u&-3 M2EAlod(P)

M2(a) = f}.

Sf,,t = {a E Bp 3 Ml, M2 E Mod(P) : Mi(a) = f & M2(a) = u}.

For every atom in Stu holds that there is no model M of P such that M(a) = f
and there exist models Ml and M2 of P such that Mi(a) = t and M2(a) = u.
Unfortunately, S(P) does not help to understand general logic programming and its
semantics. This is illustrated by the following:

Example 3.36 Let P be {b <- -a}. P has four models:

Ml = {b,-a},

M2={a,-b},
M3 = {a, b} and
M4 = 0.

So S(P)(a) = S(P)(b) = {tuf.}. Ml is. the only stable model of P and is therefore
the intended meaning of P. The intended meaning of P cannot be recognized in
model S since S tells that a and b can be assigned all values.
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The solution to this problem is to look only at meaningful models, i:e. the stable
models. Then the possible set-values are different as well. Only the value If, t}
will still not occur, since the wellfounded model is the inclusion-minimal stable
model. However, values impossible when considering all models are possible when
considering only stable models. Value {u} is possible: program {a +-- -a} has
only one stable model, which is 0, therefore a is u in all stable models: Program
{a F- a} has only one stable model: {Na}, so a is f in all stable models. Also
If, u} is possible: program { a
- b, b E- -a, c +- a A b} has three stable models,
{a, -b, -c}, {b, -a, -c} and so c would get value {f, u}.

Definition 3.37 (Stable set-model) The stable set-model StabS(P) is a tuple
(Sf, S.., St, Sfu, Sut, Sfut), where

Sf = {a E Bp f `d Al E Stab (P) : M(a) = f}.

Sn _ {a E Bp I V Al E Stab(P) : M(a) = u}.

St = {a E Bp I V M E Stab(P) : M(a) = t}.

Sfv.={aEBp3M1i M2

E

E

S.,={aEBp

E

E

f&M2(a)=u&M3(a)=t}.
3 All, M2

t&M2(a)=u&M3(a)=f}.

Sfut={aEBp13M1, M2, M3 E Stab(P):Mi(a)=f&A12(a)=
u & M3(a) = t}.
We take the same example as for S:

Example 3.38 Let P be {b E-- -a}. P has only one stable model: WF = {b,-a},
so StabS(P)(a) = {f} and StabS(P)(b) = {t).
In the above example, we recognize the wellfounded model in StabS, but a projection of sets of truth-values on truth-values is not immediately clear since we have
six values instead of three.

The increase in understanding logic programs comes from studying the meaning
of these six sets of truth-values. Value Jul for an atom a means that there is no
two-valued stable model for program P. So we can interpret {u} as unstable. If
we remove from P every reference to atoms having value {u} in StabS(P), then
the remainder of P does have two-valued stable models. Value If, u, t} can be
interpreted as ambiguous, since it means that there are several two-valued stable
models given that value Jul is not used. If a has value If, u, t} and no atom has
value {u}, then there -is a two-valued stable model in which a is true and there is
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Figure 3.1: From truth-values to sets of truth-values in the stable models.

a two-valued stable model in which a is false. Value {u, t}, or similarly If, u}, for
atom a means that in every two-valued stable model a is true, respectively false,
but it depends on one or more atoms having value If, u, t}.

Example 3.39 Consider c in program

P1={a4-Nb,b

-a,c-a,c4-b}

and in

P2={aE--b,b-a, c

aAb}.

Both P1 and P2 have three stable models: { a, c, -b}, { b, c, -a } and 0 for PI and
{ a, - b, tic}, {b., .a, .c} and 0 for P2. In both the two-valued models of Pl (respectively P2) c is true (respectively false), but in the first c is true (respectively false)
because a is true (respectively b is false) and in the second c is true (respectively
false) because b is true (respectively a is false). a and b both have value If, u, t}
in StabS(Pi) (respectively StabS(P2)). Although in both programs; neither a nor
b can be derived in the stable model semantics, the disjunction a, V b is true. This
should be enough to conclude c in Pl and -c in P2. However, since the truth of aV b
is hidden in the stable semantics, we cannot draw the conclusion c in Pl, nor -c in
P2. This problem is known in literature [7] as the Floating Conclusions Problem.
The truth-values of StabS can be ordered in two ways, see also figure 3.3.4:

The truth-ordering (<i) is from left to right, so {f} <t If, u} <t Jul <t {u, t} <t
{t} and {f, u} <t {f, u, t} <t {u, t}.
The knowledge-ordering (<k) is bottom-up, so {f, u, t} <k {f, u} <k Jul and
<k {t}.
{f; u, t} <k {u, t} <k Jul and {f, u.} <k {f } and
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This means that, given all stable models, an extension of the wellfounded model can
be computed. This extension will be called the kernel-maximal stable model.

Definition 3.40 (Kernel-maximal model)
Let StabS(P) = (Sf, Su, Si, Sfu, Sut, Sft) be the stable set-model of program P. The
kernel-maximal model KM(P) of a program P is (St U Sut, Sf U Sfu).
In the same way we can find the wellfounded model given StabS:

Theorem 3.41 Let StabS(P) = (Si, Su, St, Sfu, Sut, Sfut) be the stable set-model of
program P. The wellfounded model WF(P) of a program P is St U Sf.
Comparing the kernel-maximal model and the wellfounded model, the following can
be seen. The kernel-maximal model contains everything the two-valued stable models (if any exist) agree upon, i.e. f StabS(P) C_ AW(P) for any GLP P. Considering

an atom that is Jul in StabS(P) as being an unstable atom, we can interpret an
atom having value f or value t in some stable model to be a stable atom.

Definition 3.42 (Stable atom) Let P be a LP, a E Bp. a is a stable atom iff
there exists a stable model M of P such that M(a) is either f or t. a is a super-stable

atom if StabS(P)(a) E { If), {f,u}, ft), {u,t}}.
It is easy to see that the kernel-maximal model values every super-stable atom as
either f or t. In these senses the kernel-maximal model seems to be the most desirable of models of a program as it forms the maximal retrievable certain information
of a program. So KM(P) is a way to solve the floating conclusions problem. For
other proposals to solve this problem, we refer to [7], where these proposals are not
only described in short, but where they are compared to each other and to the standard semantics of General Logic Programming. However, the kernel-rhaxiinal model
seems to be exponentially hard to compute. This follows from the fact that there
is as yet no way of computing KM other then first computing all stable models, of
which there can be exponentially many. And the problem of finding a two-valued
stable model is NP-hard [16]. Furthermore, the kernel-maximal model is not always
a stable model.

Example 3.43 Let P = {a E-- -b, b

-

-a, c <-- a, c F-- b}, see also example 3.39.
The kernel-maximal model is KM(P) = {c} and, as can be checked, not stable.

To conclude this section, we compare the discussed possible semantics of a general
logic program P in a table:
t
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A 1

F

WF

KM

unique
universal
P-time
computable
<k
sure info

yes
yes

yes
yes

yes (grounded)
no (in general)
least

no, unless

all

stable

yes

Stab2

no
no
no

P = NP

_

in between

greatest

all

some

no

yes

The last line in the table describes to what extent the model assigns the values
{f}, Jul and {t} to the atoms. So sure means the value agreed upon by all stable
models.

3.4

Equivalence of SGLP and GLP

In Section 3.2 we first defined the class of Simple General Logic Programs motivated
by the need to describe exceptional situations next to normal situations.

The limitations of the occurrence of the implicit negation symbol in the bodies of
rules was subsequently lifted in the definition of the class of General Logic Programs.

In this section we will show that, although obviously SUP is a subclass of GLP,
SUP and GLP are equivalent under the stable model semantics.
To do this we first have to find a transformation of GLP's into SGLP's.

Definition 3.44 (Normal form) A GLP P is said to be is normal form iff it
consists only of positive rules and simple naf-rules.

There are several ways to convert a GLP P into a GLP P' that is in normal form.
The way chosen here is to make the PLP part of P' as large as possible.

Definition x.45 (Normal form) Let P be a GLP. The normal form of a literal
L is
nafA

if L = -A and 3r E P : -A E Lit"'(a(r))
and ILit(a(r))l > 1

NF(L) =
1

L

otherwise

NF(01 A 02) = NF(q51) A NF(02)

NF(r) =

NF(a(r))
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NF(P) = {NF(r) , r E P} U {nafA *-- -A 137- E P: -A E Lit-(a(r)) and
ILit(a(r))l > 1}
Informally, the normal form of a GLP P, NF(P), is formed by: for every atom b
that occurs in P such that there is a non-simple naf-rule r in P having b in a(r),
create a new atom nafb, throughout P substitute nafb for mob. Afterwards add a
new rule nafb E- -b to P.

Example 3.46 Let GLP P be the set of rules {a +-

b A -c, d +- -b}. The

normal form NF(P) of P is {a E- nafb A naff, d F- nafb, nafb 4- mob, naf, F- -c}.
It is a well-known method in literature to substitute new atomic symbols for negated
atoms, [11, 12, 18, 17, 33]. All those, but Przymusinski's, were inspired by the observed similarity between negation as failure and abduction. This similarity can be
used to give an abductive interpretation of negation as failure. The similarity led to
the interpretation of negated atoms as abductive hypotheses that can be assumed

to hold provided that they are consistent with the program and a canonical set of
integrity constraints.
In [33], the method of substituting new atomic symbols for negated atoms is used to
develop semantics for logic programs with explicit negation. This research will be
described in section 4.4. In our research we used the same method here, but with

the aim to limit the used of the implicit negation symbol s. and to provide every
GLP with a normal form.
Useful in proving NF(P) to be equivalent to P, is, the notion nonrnonotonic proof,
originally developed for Truth Maintenance Systems.

Definition 3.47 [Nonmonotonic Proof] Let .P be a GLP with model M. A nonmonotonic proof, also called an nm-proof, of A E Bp with respect to P and RI is a
sequence o- (A) = (rl,... , rm) of rules in P such that
$

1. hd(r,,,) = A

2. for every ri (1 < i < m): M(hd(ri)) = M(a(ri)) = t and Lit+(a(ri)) C
{hd(rl),...,hd(ri_l)}.
i

Elkan [9] proved:

Theorem 3.48 Let P be a GLP with a 2-valued model M. M is stable if MT =
{A E Bp

there exists an nm-proof of A with respect to P and M}..

The notion "nm-proof" can be extended to characterize the 3-valued stable models
as well.
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Definition 3.49 [NM-Proof] Let P be a GLP with model M. An nm-proof of A E
Bp with respect to P and M is a finite (and smallest) sequence o-p (A) = (rl, ... , rm)
of rules in P such that
1. hd(r;,,) = A

2. for every ri (1 < i < m): M(hd(ri)) = M(a(ri)) 0 f and Lit+(a(ri)) C_
{hd(rl), ... , hd(ri_1)}.
Theorem 3.50 Let P be a GLP with model M. M E Stab3(P) if MT U Ma = {A
there exists an nm-proof of A with respect to P and M}.
For the proof of this theorem the reader is referred to the proof of Theorem 4.14,
since the latter subsumes this theorem.

Definition 3.51 [WF-Proof] Let P be a GLP with model M. A wf-proof is an
nm-proof with respect to P and WF.

Given a sequence T, we need to define the normal form of T in the proof of the
equivalence of NF(P) and P.

Definition 3.52 (Normal form) Let V = {vi,. .. , v,,) be a finite set, and o-(V )
=
an enumeration of V.
Let ,r = (rl, ... , r,) be a finite sequence of rules in P.
Let VT = {nafA +-- -A 13r E r : -A E Lit-(a(r)) and ILit(a(r))l > 1}.
The normal form of r is defined as
NF(T) = a( VT) o (NF(rl), ... , NF(rn)),
where o stands for the concatenation of sequences.

Example 3.53 Let P = {a +- b E- a n -c} and r=(at-,b+-aA c). Then
NF(r) = (naf, -- -c, a +- b E- a A naff).
Definition 3.54 (Normal form) Let P be a GLP with interpretation I and normal form NF(P). The normal form of I is defined as
if A E Bp
NF(I)(A) = r I(A)
I(A')
if A = nafA E BNF(p) - Bp
l

if r is a model of NF(P), then the inverse of I' under NF is defined as

NFinv(I,)== (IT n Bp) U ti(j'F RBp).
Theorem 3.55 Let P be a GLP with model M and let M' be a model of NF(P
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1. NF(M) is a model of NF(P),

2. NF"'(M) is a model of P,
3. NF(NF""(M')) = M' and
4. NF'""(NF(M)) = M.

Proof
The last two statements in the theorem are trivial and left to the reader.
Suppose r E P and r E NF(P) then, trivially, M(r) = NF(.M)(r) = t and

M'(r) = NF'""(M')(r) = t.
Suppose r E NF(P) and there is no rule r' E P such that NF(r') = r. Then r is of
the form:
nafA 4-- -A

and

NF(AI)(nafA) = M(-A),

so that NF(M)(r) = t.
Suppose r E P such that NF(r) 54 r. We know that M'(NF(r)) = t and
M(r) = t. By definition,

NF(M)(a(NF(r))) = M(a(r))
and

NF(M)(hd(NF(r))) = M(hd(r)),
so

M(r) = NF(A1)(NF(r)) = t.

I

Note that, because of the rules nafA +-- -A in NF(P), M(-.A) < M'(nafA). So,

M'(a(r)) < A1'(a(NF(r))).
Since M' is a model,

M'(a(NF(r))) < M'(hd(NF(r))).

°

By definition hd(r) = hd(NF(r)), NF`""(M)(hd(r)) = M'(hd(r)) and
NF`.""(M')(a(r)) = M'(a(r)). So
.

NF'""(M')(a(r)) < M'(a(NF(-r))) <

M'(hd(NF(r))) = M'(hd(r)) = NF`n"(M')(hd(r)).
Therefore, NF'""(M')(r) = t.,
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Lemma 3.56 If ap (c)
(c) is an nm-proof of c with respect to GLP P and model M of
P then NF(o'P (c)) is an. nm-proof of c with respect to NF(P) and NF(M).

Proof Abbreviate am to r and suppose r = (r1,
of Vr) o (NF (r1), . , NF (r.)).

..., rm), then NF(r) _

1..hd(NF(rm)) = hd(rm) = c.

2. for every NF(ri)) (1 < i < m):
NF(M)(a(NF(ri))) = M(a(ri)) = M(hd(ri)) = NF(M)(hd(NF(ri)))
and Lit+(a(NF(ri))) = Lit+(a(ri)) U {nafA I A E Lit-(ri)} C
{hd(NF(r1)),...,hd(NF(r3_1))} U {hd(r) l r E Vr}.

3. for every r E Vr: NF(M)(a(r)) = M(a(r)) = NF(M)(hd(r)) = M(hd(r))
and Lit+(a(r)) = 0.
Theorem 3.57 Let P be a GLP. If M E 963(P), then NF(M) E Stab3(NF(P)).
Conversely, if M E Stab3(NF(P)), then NFi"v(M) E Stab3(P).

Proof The first statement in the theorem is a consequence of Lemma 3.56. The
second part is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.55.

Theorem 3.58 Let P be a GLP. NF(WF(P)) = WF(NF(P)) and
NFi"°(WF(NF(P))) = WF(P).
Proof Because of the previous theorem and the fact that the wellfounded model
is the least stable model, we only have to prove, that NF does not disturb the
knowledge ordering. Suppose there is a stable model M of NF(P) such that Al <k
NF(WF(P)). But then NFi"v(M) must be a stable model of P, due to the previous
theorem and NFi"°(M) <,k WF(P) by definition of NFi"". This is impossible, since
WF(P) is the least stable model of P. The second statement of the theorem can be
proven in exactly the same manner.

3.5

Conclusion

In this chapter we showed the development of the ability to infer negative information
by the subsequent formalization of the Closed World Assumption as:

CWA: Infer -A iff Mp = -,A and

CWA: Infer -A iff WF(P)(A) = f.
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operator we distinguished between explicit and implicit
In the definition of the
reasons for the truth-values of atoms. The implicit reasons are used to infer negative information, culminating in the above formalization of the CWA in terms of
the wellfounded model.
Although three-valued interpretations and valuations are used for GLP, we are able
to distinguish in the status of literals six different kinds of values within the stable
model semantics. In the wellfounded model, being the least stable model, these six
possible values are projected unto the original three truth-values. From this projection, it is clear that the status of the third truth-value, the value u, is that of being
the accumulation of all truth-values signifying that a specific atom can have several
truth-values in different stable models.
Finally, we proved the equivalence of the class of General Logic Programs to its subclass of Simple General Logic Programs with respect to the stable model semantics.

t
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Chapter 4
Explicit Negation in Logic
Programming
In this chapter we will describe the evolution of Logic Programming from GLP to
Extended Logic Programming (ELP). The basic difference between GLP and ELP
is that it is possible for atoms to be specifically assigned the value false, whilst in
GLP atoms can only be false due to negation as failure, i.e. falsehood is always only
an assumption.

4.1

The motivation to use explicit negation

As pointed out in [15], some facts of common sense reasoning can be represented in
logic programming more easily when there is a way to assign the truth-value false
explicitly instead of doing so only implicitly, that is by assumption. Several examples
to this effect can be found in literature. I will use the example Przymusinski used in
[35]. In this example a person is not convicted if he is charged with a crime and he
cannot be proven guilty. On the other hand, the person is innocent if, while being
charged with the crime, he is proven to be not guilty.

Example 4.1 (Convictions-example)
innocent E- charged n -guilty

-convicted t- charged n guilty

charged -.
A large part of this program can be written in GLP:
.innocent E- charged n non9uilis,

acquitted E- charged n -guilty
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charged E-.

However, the relation between nonguilty and guilty and convicted and acquitted, is
now completely lost, since non9uitty will be viewed as an atom and so will guilty. If,
for example, guilty is derived to' be true, this has no influence on the truth-value of
the atom non9uitty. The only way to represent this relation is by using a symbol that
is to indicate the explicit negation of atoms. For example by rules like:
non9uitty E-

-guilty

i-

-guilty or
non9uitty .

But this would be the only sentences in which -guilty occurs. So the first of these
rules is useless. The second one expresses that if there is a reason to believe non9uitty

is true, then there is also a reason to believe -guilty is true. To make the relation
between guilty and non9uitty symmetric, the addition of the rule:
-'nonguifty E-- guilty

to the program is necessary. So, if there is an nm-proof of guilty, there is an nmproof for non9uitty to be false. Analogous rules would have to be added for convicted.
However, only -convicted is used, convicted itself is not. So, if we add similar rules

for convicted, we should for completeness sake, also add such rules for innocent
and charged. In the following both options will be used, but for the moment let

us confine ourselves to those atoms that occur both with and without -. The
convictions-example then looks like:
innocent

charged n non9uitty

acquitted E-- charged n

guilty

charged +-guilty +- non9uitty

-non9uitty <- guilty.

Whichever way we do it, we need meta-rules to attach the opposite meaning to -A
as to A. This means that the extended logic programming paradigm is essentially
different from the GLP paradigm.

4.2

Outline

The class of programs that can be built from GLP's and such simple rules for explicit negation will be called Simple Extended Logic Programming (SELP). In the
following sections we will prove that in fact every problem expressible in ELP can
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also be expressed in SELP while the semantics remains invariant.. However, using
the new symbol still forces us to use meta-rules for the relation between an atom
A and its counterpart -A. The question arises, whether the same expressive power
cannot be found in the existing language from which GLP's are constructed.

We will show that indeed the new symbol - is not necessary, for using only the
negation symbol of GLP, bestows us with the requested expressive power. Furthermore, the use of new meta-rules becomes obsolete in this paradigm.

With the evolution of GLP to ELP there is of course also an evolution from the
semantics of GLP to that of ELP. The approach followed in literature is to treat
the explicit negation -A of an atom A as a new atom, say A so that the ELP P
is in fact a GLP. Given the known semantics of such a GLP, this semantics is then
transformed into a semantics of the ELP P. In this approach, negative and positive
literals have the same status. We mention the answer set semantics of Gelfond and
Lifschitz [15], the wellfounded and stable semantics of Przymusinski [35], of Pereira
and Alferes [28] and the wellfounded semantics of Dung and Ruamviboonsuk [8].
The work in [28] is an improvement of the work of Przymusinski, while Laenens [22]
improves both on Gelfond and Lifschitz and on Przymusinski.

Common in all work is that the Closed World Assumption is given up. As pointed
out in [15], the CWA can be added syntactically for a specific predicate A by adding
the rule -A(x) E- -A(x) to the program. However, although the CWA is given up,
- is still used in ELP. There is a slight discrepance between the use of -, and thus
of implicit negation, and the fact that the CWA is given up. If -A is true in an interpretation, then A is considered to be false, due to implicit negation, however, -iA
is not necessarily true as well, it might be undefined. The only restrictions placed
on the values of A and -A is that both atoms are not true at the same time. They
might for example both be false by something like negation as failure.
In this chapter we will develop a class of programs, called Closed World Extended
Logic Programming, or CWELP, in which negation can be used both implicitly and
explicitly and in which the interpretation of an atom and its explicit negation is

always opposite. Not only can they not be both true at the same time, they can
also not be false at the same time. Furthermore, if one is undefined, the other is
undefined as well. Contrary to previous work on the semantics of ELP, we will take
the CWA for granted. To do this, we will first introduce SELP, the class of programs
in which explicit negation is only allowed at the head of rules, then we will develop
CWELP using what we have learned from SELP. But first, we will briefly go into
some properties of ELP that will be important in chapter 5.
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4.3

Syntax of Logic Programming with Explicit
Negation

In the rest of this section we will use three different types of programs. All use
explicit negation, but all in a different way.
The first type of programs with explicit negation is SELP, the class of Simple Extended Logic Programs. As the name indicates, SELP is a subclass of ELP, which
will be defined shortly.

Definition 4.2 [SELP] SELP is the class of programs that consist of rules of the
form:

L+- AlA...AAmA Am+,A...A-A,,
Informally, such a rule means: Belief in the atoms A1i ..., Am and disbelief in the
is a reason to believe L as well.
atoms Am+,, ...,
The second class of programs with explicit negation is the class of Extended Logic
Programs (ELP). ELP is a superclass of SELP. It stands to reason that after allowing
explicit negation to appear at the head of rules, explicit literals are to be allowed
to appear in the body of the rule as well. Then the "Convictions-example" can be
expressed as in example 4.1.
Definition 4.3 [ELP] ELP is the class of programs that consist of rules of the form:

Informally, such a rule means: Belief in the explicit literals L1, ..., Lm and disbelief
in the explicit literals Lm+1, ...,
is a reason to believe Lo as well.

The third class of programs with explicit negation is the class of Closed World Extended Logic Programs (CWELP). CWELP uses a different kind of explicit negation
than ELP and can better be seen as a different generalization of GLP. In CWELP
the symbol -, used in GLP to stand for negation as failure, is allowed to appear at
the head of rules. The bodies of the rules are like they were in GLP.1

Definition 4.4 [CWELP] CWELP is the class of programs that consist of rules of
the form:

L+- Al A ...AAm AAm+l A ... A
where L is either tiA or A for some atom A.
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Informally, such a rule means: Belief in the atoms A1, ..., A,,, and either disbelief in
the atoms A,,,+1, ...,. A or belief in ^-A,,,+1, ..., -A is a reason to believe L as well,

When - appears at the head of a rule it has a slightly different meaning than the
usual negation as failure. An atom can be false by negation as failure or because
there is an explicit reason for it to be false, in both cases NA will be true. In appearance CWELP looks more like SELP than like ELP, which makes SELF a suitable
intermediate to prove the equivalent expressive power, with the same semantics,
of CWELP and ELP. We will drop the coherence principle in the definition of an
interpretation, since we do not need it and since it pollutes our interpretations with

unwanted appearances of --A if A is true in the interpretation.

4.4

Semantics of Extended Logic Programming

Although several semantics have been proposed for ELP, we will first describe the
proposal of Przymusinski in [35] as it is based on the known semantics of GLP. His
work is based on [15] and works for any semantics of GLP, thereby showing that
a simple implementation of explicit negation does not require any new semantic

considerations. The reason it is described here in full is that it shows clearly the
starting point of all semantical proposals for ELP, namely the viewing of A and
-A as unrelated entities. Then we will show some shortcomings of Przymusinski's
approach, which are overcome by the proposal in [28]. We will then proceed by
describing the semantics proposed in [28] in full, as we will use these. semantics as
point of reference for our own results.

Let Sem(P) stand for the intended semantics of a ELP P, Sem(P) could stand
for the stable semantics, the wellfounded model, the perfect semantics or any other
semantics. In Przymusinski's proposal, ELP P is subjected to the following program
transformation:
First, rename all explicit negated (ground) literals -A by new atomic symbols,
say, A' and make a suitable substitution everywhere in P. As a result a GLP
P* is obtained without explicit negation.

Then for Sem(P*), the intended semantics of P*, define the corresponding
model Sem(P) of the original, ELP P as follows:
- if A (resp. A') is true in Sem(P*), then we take A (resp. -A) to be true. in
Se in (P).

- if A (resp. A') is false in Sem(P*), then we take tiA (resp... --A) to be
true in Sem(P), i.e: A (resp. -A) is viewed as false by negation as failure. otherwise, if A (resp. A') is undefined in Sem(P), then the status of A .(resp.
--A) in Sem(P) is undefined as well.
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If Sem(P*) is a set of models, for example the stable models, then discard all
inconsistent models, i.e. the models containing both A and -A for some atom
A.

Przymusinski observed that this method preserves the ability to distinguish "between
facts "classically" true and those which are true by virtue of negation as failure. This

ability is the greatest strength of both the approach of Przymusinski and that of
Gelfond and Lifschitz [15]. We will come back to the nature of facts further on in
Section 4.7.

We want to refine this remark by saying, that the distinction actually only holds for
those explicit literals true in the least model of P*, since all explicit literals true in
Sem(P) and not in the least model of P*, can only be inferred given literals false
by negation as failure.

One of the major drawbacks of this approach is that the treatment of A and -iA as
independent entities makes the use of explicit negation less than optimal, since even
in simple cases the available information is not used effectively.

Example 4.5 Let P = {-ia F--, a +- -b, b +- -a}. Then

P* = {a' +-,a - -b, b

F-

-a}.

Mo(P*) = WF(P*) = {a'}
and P* has two 2-valued stable models

Mi(P*) = {a', a,eb}
and

M2(P*) = {a', b, -a}.
Translated back, we see that M,(P) _ {a, -a, -b} is inconsistent, so that the stable
models of P are Mo(P) = {tea} and M2(P) = { a, b, a}. The wellfounded model
of P has become unnecessarily small, as using the information ia, the wellfounded
model of P could be M2(P). Note that the models are not changed essentially if we
add --b to each of them. This would be necessary if we take into consideration the
explicit negation of every atom in Bp.
The second major drawback of the approach of Przymusinski is the filtering of the
third part, this makes it too- cumbersome in practice.
As can be seen in the previous example, these drawbacks both hinge ,on the use of

7,A as an entity independent of A. In [28] Pereira and Alferes recognized this fact
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and incorporated part of the wanted dependence in a so called coherence principle.
We will come back to this principle. shortly, but note that this principle is already
present in Definition 2.3. The coherence principle is used in the construction of
models and not used as a filter after the models have been constructed.
Definition 4.6 [28][L east- operator]
We define least(P), where P is a non-negative program, as the set of literals obtained
as follows:

Let P be the non-negative program obtained by replacing in P every negative
explicit literal -A by a new atomic symbol, say A'.

Let T' U -.F' be the least 3-valued model of P'.
T U -F is obtained from T' U -.F' by reversing the replacements above.
The generalization of the Kowalski-Van Emden theorem made in [30] is also valid
for extended logic programs.

Theorem 4.7 [28] least(P). uniquely exists for every non-negative program P.

We next extend with an additional rule the P modulo I transformation of [30],
itself an extension of the Gelfond-Lifschitz modulo transformation, which is given
in definition 3.15.

Definition 4.8 [28][Alodulo operator i ] Let P be an ELP and let I be an interpretation of P. By we mean a program obtained from P by performing the following
four operations:

Remove from P all rules containing a negative premise L' = sL such that

LEI, i.e. {rEPlI(a-(r))=f}.

Remove from P all rules containing a premise L such that -L E I, i.e. jr E

P ( -Lit+(a(r)) n I

: 0},

Remove from all remaining rules of P their negative premises L' = -L such

that -L E I.
Replace all the remaining negative premises by proposition u.

Note that the second operation, the new part when compared with definition 3.15,
is not applicable to GLP's. The need for this operation arises from the coherence
principle and is illustrated further on in example 4.12.
The resulting program is by definition non-negative. Thus by theorem 4.7 it always has a unique least(i ).
,
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least(C) is not always an interpretation. Conditions about noncontradictoon and
coherence may be violated. To avoid incoherence, when contradiction is not present,
we define the partial operator:

Definition 4.9 [28][Coh operator] Let I = T U -F be a set of literals such that T
does not contain any pair A, --A. We define Coh(I) = I U .{-L I L E T}. Coh is
not defined for other sets of literals.

The result of Coh applied to least(C) is always an interpretation. The noncontradiction and coherence conditions are guaranteed by definition. T and the false part
(F U {rL I L E T}) are disjoint because T and F are disjoint and none of the
explicit literals added to the false part are in T, since T is noncontradictory. Now
we generalize the operator 0 P of definition 3.16.
V

Definition 4.10 [28][r operator] Let P be an ELP and I an interpretation of P,
and let J = least(] ). If Coh(J) exists we define rp(I) = Coh(J). Otherwise rp(I)
is not defined.

Definition 4.11 [28][Stable and Wellfounded models of ELP] An interpretation I
Of an ELP P is a stable model of P ifrp(I) = I. The F-least stable model is called
the wellfounded model. The semantics of P is determined by the set, .9-Stab(P), of
all stable models of P.

It is easy to see that some programs may have no semantics (cf. section 4.5). To
see how these semantics work, we study again example 4.5:

Example 4.12 Let P = {-a F--, a - .-b, b +- -a}. Consider again interpretation
Mo(P) of example 4.5, but with the consideration of the explicit negation of all
atoms in Bp, so Mo(P) _ {-ra, --b). Now Mo(P) is no longer a stable model of P,
because it is no longer a model, however if we apply IF it, its only stable model and
consequently its wellfounded model is I = {tea, b, -tea, -b}. P = {b E--, -a +- },

its least model is I, Coh(I) = I, and thus rp(I) = I.
The precise motivation for all extension of Przymusinski's work can' e found. in [28].

Note that the definition of the wellfounded model and the stable models given above
are not constructive.
As

we did in the case of 3-stable models of GLP, we will extend the notion of

nm-proof to ELP.

z

-

1

Definition 4.13 [NM-Proof] Let P be an ELP, SELP or CWELP. Let M be a
model of P. A nonmonotonic proof, called nm-proof, of a literal L E Lit(P) with
respect to P and M is a finite sequence o (L) = (ri, ..., rm) of rules in P such
that
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1. hd(r,,,) = L

2. for every ri (1 _< i _< m): M(a(ri)) = M(hd(ri)) 0 f and Lit(a®(ri)) C_
{hd(rl), ..., hd(ri_1)}.
The only difference between the definition of an nm-proof in GLP and the definition
in programs with explicit negation is that in the latter there can be such sequences
for literals and not only for atoms. The change in the second condition is a direct
result of this.

As was the case for GLP, nm-proofs determine the stability of a model.

Theorem 4.14 Let P be a program with explicit negation, and let M be a model of
P. M is a 3-stable model of P iff MT U Mu = {L there exists an nm-proof of L
with respect to P and M}.
Proof Suppose M is a stable model of. P. In the following, o,(L) will denote an
nm-proof for L with respect to P and M. Let literal L be an element of M, then,

by definition of stability, L E least() U -{-iL I L E least(f)TI.
If L E MT then of course L E least(), so there must be a proof r = (ri,
rn,)
for L in P-,f. For every r; (1 < i < m) there is a corresponding rule ri E P. Then
or(L) = (rl..., r,,,).

-

1. hd(r,,) = hd(rm) = L

2. for every ri (1 < i < m): M(hd(ri)) = least( hf)(hd(ri)) = least (Al)(a(r;)) _
M(a+(ri)) = t and M(a-(ri)) = t by definition of nf.
Lit(a+(ri)) = Li.t(a(ri)) C {hd(rl),...,hd(r1_1)}.
If L E Mu then L E least(ff)u and L -{-L I L E least(ff)T}. This means that
if we substitute t for u throughout p-,f, creating a program L', then there is a proof
7- = (r1", ... , rm") for L in e And T' = (rl , ... ,
forms a sequence of
corresponding rules in ff, with least( ff)(a(rm)) = u. As above, for every ri there
is a corresponding rule ri in P. And a(L) = (r1,..., rm).

1. hd(rm) = hd(r;,) = hd(rm") = L

2. for every ri: M(hd(ri)) = least (ff)(hd(r;)) = min{least(h1)(a(r)),
M(a-(r,))} = M(a(ri)) and Lit(a+(ri)) = Lit(a(ri)) C
{hd(r1), ... , hd(ri_1,}.

On the other hand, suppose that MT U Mu = {L I there exists an nm-proof of L
with respect to P and M}. We have to prove that M is a stable model of P.

Suppose that L has an nm-proof a(L) = (r1) with respect to M and P and
We
M(L) = t (cq. M(L) = u). Let ri be the rule. corresponding. with r1 in
.
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P

know that M(a(rl)) = M(hd(ri)) = t (cq. = u) and a+(rl) _ 0, so that rl = L -(respectively L +-- u).

This implies L E least (-L) (cq. L E least(L)u).

Induction hypothesis: If L has an nm-proof of length < m with respect to M and
P then L E least(,p-y) if M(L) = t and L E least(j)u if M(L) = u.
Let L be an explicit literal with an nm-proof o,(L) of length m + 1. o(L) = r o (r).
Then there is a subsequence of T for every literal in a°(r) that is an nm-proof for
that literal with respect to M and P. These nm-proofs all have length < m and
therefore

Lit(a®(r)) C least( ) if M(L) = t and

Lit(a®(r)) C least(L) U least(j)u if M(L) = u.
If M(L) = t then the corresponding rule r' in Pr of r is r' = L +- a®(r) and if

M(L) = u then r' = L t-- a®(r) A X, where X E {u,t} such that M(a-(r)) _
M(X). Therefore, L in least(" ), cq. L in least (M ) u.
In the next section we will show that, although ELP seems to be the richer environment, ELP is equivalent to SELP.

4.5

Consistency and stability of programs

Before we continue with our research, we first want to make an observation regarding

the use of explicit negation in logic programming. As explained in the previous
section, a GLP always has a model. Using explicit negation, it is obvious that this
property is lost.

Example 4.15 (Program without models)
P = {a 4--, -a <-}. It is obvious, that any model of P must have atrue, because of
the first rule and, similarly, have a true as well. The resulting set of literals is not
even an interpretation. P does have interpretations though. Consider I = {-tea} is
an interpretation of P, but not a model.
Definition 4.16 [Consistent Program]
Let P be an LP. P is called consistent whenever P has a model. P is called inconsistent whenever P has no model at all.
However, the situation is even worse. Not every consistent program has a 3-`stable
model, whereas in GLP, every program has a 3-stable model.

Example 4.17 (Consistent program without stable model)
Let P = {-a +-, a +- -b}. In the wellfounded model of P, b' is implicitly false and
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therefore, a is true. Furthermore, -a is true in the wellfounded model, because the
body of the rule for a is true. So, what we thought to be the wellfounded model,
is not even an interpretation. Since the wellfounded model is the least stable model,
it is clear that there cannot exist any stable model for P:

Definition 4.18 [Stable Program]
Let P be a consistent ELP. P is called stable, whenever P has a 3-stable model. P
is called instable, whenever P has no 3-stable model.
The reason we gave this example and definition here, is that in the remaining part of
Chapter 3 we will not refer to the possible inconsistency or instability of a program.

However, we do not want to give the impression that the properties of GLP are
invariant under the expansion to ELP. Furthermore, in chapter 5 we will study the
options available to find well reasoned models in the case that P is instable but not
inconsistent. To do this we will use the research and results in chapter 4.

4.6

Equivalence of ELP and SELP

Although it, is obvious that ELP is a superclass of SELP, we will show that every
problem expressible in ELP can also be expressed in SELP in such a way that the
semantics stays invariant. To do this we define a normal form operator NF to
translate ELP's into SELP's and then we will show that the semantics of ELP P is
equivalent to that of S.ELP NF(P).

Definition 4.19 Normal form] Let P be an ELP, then NF : ELP -4 SELP is the
operator that transforms P into the normal form NF(P), which is a SELP.
NF(P) = UrEP NFr(r),

NF(r) _ {NF(hd(r)) - NF(a(r))} U {-A <- nonA, -nonA E- A I L = -A
and L E Lit(a(r))},
NF(q j n 02) = NF(ol) A NF(02),
NF (L) =

nonA
nonA
L

if L = -,A

if L = --iA
otherwise

Definition 4.20 [Possible support] Let R be a set of logic programming rules. A
possible support for a literal L is an ordering of all the rules of R into a sequence
UL(R) = (rl,...,rm) such that
1. hd(rm) = L

-

2. for every ri (1 < i < m): Lit(a®(ri)) C {hd(rl),...,hd(r;_1)}
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3. for every ri (1 < i < nz)`: if a®(ri) = 0 then sr j < is a®(rj) 0 0.
It may be clear that not for every R and L such a sequence QL(R) exists, aL(R) may
be undefined. We overload NF to transform a sequence of rules of an ELP P into
a sequence of rules of NF(P).

Definition 4.21 [Normal form] Let r be a sequence for L of rules in ELP P. The
normal form of r is NF(r) = o-L(NF({r I r E r})), if it exists.

Lemma 4.22 If r = (r1, ... , rm) is a sequence for L of rules in ELP P such that
1. hd(rm) = L

2. for every ri (1 < i < m): Lit(a®(ri)) C {hd(r1),...,hd(r1_1)}

3. for every ri (1 < i < m): if a®(ri) = 01 then Ar j < is c(r2)

0.

Then NF(r) is defined.
The proof of this lemma is easy and left to the reader.

Overload NF again to transform models of P into models of NF(P).

Definition 4.23 [Normal form] Let M be a model of ELP P and let M' be a model
of NF(P). Then NF(M) and its inverse NFi"v(M') are defined by

NF(M)(nonA) = M(-A) if nonA is the new atom for -A created in NF(P).

NF(M)(A) = M(A) if A E At(P) n At(NF(P)).
NFin"(M') = (MT n At(P)) U - (M. n At(P)).

It is trivial that NF(M) is a model of NF(P) whenever M is a model of P and
conversely that NFin"(M) is a model of P whenever M is a model of NF(P). Furthermore NF(NFin"(M)) = M and NFin"(NF(M)) = M. Therefore, it is obvious
that NF and NFin" are k-monotone.

Theorem 4.24 Let M be a model of ELP P and let M' be a model of NF(P). Let
L be an explicit literal in Lit(P). If ap (L) is an nm-proof of L with respect to P
and M, then NF(o'M(L)) is an nm-proof of L with respect to NF(P) and NF(M).
And conversely, if o,NF(P)(L) is an nm-proof of L with respect to NF(P) and M',
then there is an nm-proof rpFin,(M/)(L) of L with respect to P and NFin"(M') such
NF(rpFin,(,,,)(L))
that
= amF(P)(L)
The theorem can be proved analogously to lemma 4.22.
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Theorem 4.25 Let P be an ELP. If M E STAB(P) then NF(M) (5 STAB(NF(P))
and conversely if M E STAB(NF(P)) then NFinv(M) E STAB(P).
The theorem is a direct. consequence of theorem 4.14 and theorem 4.24.

Corollary 4.26 Let P be. an ELP. NF(WF(P)) = WF(NF(P)) and
NF"`°(WF(NF(P))) = WF(P).
Trivial from the last two theorems, the k-monotony of NF and NF'n", and the fact
that the wellfounded model is the least stable model.

Theorem 4.27 The class of SELP is equivalent to the class of ELP.
In the following section we will show that NF(P) enables us to use the CWA and
remain equivalent to P. Using that result the transformation from ELP's into
CWELP's will be made clear.

The Closed World Assumption and Explicit
Negation

4.7

The greatest difference between GLP and ELP is perhaps the shifting of the meaning

of the symbol s. As Gelfond and Lifschitz pointed out, -A in ELP means "failure
to prove" instead of "negation as failure to prove", since a new negation is present
in the programming language. On the other hand, if -. A E M, M a model of ELP
P, then A is still considered false. As -A E Al means A E MF. Of course, this
difference in the use of - is only minimal, but it would be misleading to use the
term "negation as failure" or "implicit negation", for this would mean that -A is
a reason to believe -A and this is not true in the semantics described in the last
section.

The reason for this is, that, as far as we know, researchers dropped the CWA now
that there is a method to make an atom explicitly false. In our opinion the CWA
should still be present, since the description of all negative facts concerning the
world, can make the program cumbersome, to say the least, in size. As Gelfond and
Lifschitz correctly pointed out in [15], the CWA can be formalized syntactically in
ELP. If one wants the CWA to hold for a predicate Q, then one can add

-Q(X) --.Q(X)
to the program. Is the CWA to hold for all predicates, one has to add such a rule
for every predicate. In this section we will show that this makes the program unnecessary large, since the CWA can be added in the same sense as it was to GLP
without limiting the expressive power of logic programs with explicit negation and
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without changing their semantics.

On the other hand, it was pointed out that the CWA can be an unwanted phenomenon. The missing-person example shows this clearly:

Example 4.28 (Missing-person) P = {search i- --alive} and
WF(P) = {-alive, --alive, search, --search}.
If a person is missing in the woods, then the police must keep searching as long as
it cannot be proven that the person is not alive anymore and not only so long as it
is known that the person is still alive. The last would be the case if the CWA was
added to P:

P _ {search +- --alive, -alive +- -alive}
For then, -alive would be true, assuring that -alive is true as well and therefore
the search would be called off.

So if we want the CWA permanently added to our programming paradigm, then we
must find a way to circumvent this problem. We found such a way by making use of
the normal form of programs. So let us study the normal form of the missing-person
example. Let dead stand for nonaljve :

Example 4.29 (Normal form of Missing-person) NF(P) = search E-- -dead,
-dead
alive,
-alive <- dead}.

WF(NF(P)) _ {-alive, -dead, --alive, --dead, search,. --search}.
We already know that NF(P) is equivalent to P, but .it is important to note that
dead is an atom independent of alive and the wanted dependence between the two
is described in the last two rules. If NF(P) is approached as a GLP, then it would
be clear that both dead and alive would be false by negation as failure. Because of
dead being false by negation as failure,. search would be true.

Now it is time to explain more about the interpretation of - in ELP. In ELP A and
-A are viewed as independent atoms, until either one of them is interpreted as true.
If A is true, then the coherence principle, by means of the operator Coh and also
present in the definition of an interpretation (Definition 2.3), assures that --A is
true as well. If -A is true, then the same principle assures that -A is true.-

This means that, as long as neither A nor -A is true, the interpretation of A need
not be opposite to that of -A. Consider for example the program P = {a + tea}
then WF(P) = {--a}. So a is undefined, while -a is false by negation as failure.
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The way we set up the normal form of ELP's, is to concentrate precisely on the
truth of A and the truth of nonA to infer negation of the other. In other words we
entered the coherence principle for A and nonA syntactically in NF(P). Since is
still present in NF(P) we must have the coherence principle on the meta-level as
well, for the relation between A and -A and between nonA and nonA.

By taking NF(P) instead of P, P is stretched just the right amount, so that the
CWA can be applied without changing the semantics of the program.
Before we formalize the way in which the CWA can be added to the semantics, we
will first introduce a syntactical change in the programs. In the above, we recalled
the coherence principle of the previous section. Basically the coherence principle
can be written as -A 4-- -A, however in the present paradigm, . is not allowed to
appear at the head of a rule. Let us allow it for the moment and consider the CWA

for A: -A «- -A. So, we get both

-A+---A
and

NA +- -A,
which makes - and -i equivalent. Since the use of both negation symbols implies
the need of the coherence principle and since one symbol suffices, we want to discard
one of the symbols.

We used - as a negation symbol similar to classical negation. However, we know
that it is definitely not classical negation, Therefore, other names, like explicit negation and, strong negation, are being used. Furthermore, it seems strange to use - as
an implicit negation. So we choose - as our only negation symbol. . then means
both implicit and explicit negation.
The programming environment developed on this idea is very similar to SELP and
we call it Closed World Explicit Logic Programming or CWELP, see definition 4.4.

4.8

Semantics of CWELP

The definition of stability needs no adjustment to make it applicable to CWELP.
Now, there can be an nm-proof for a literal -A instead of -A, but this just differs
in the interpretation of the word "literal". Considering the set of all literals based
on A, {A, ---A, -A, __A}, the stability of ELP's is not affected, since there can
be no nm-proof for -iA or --A since , does not appear at the head of any rule.
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Similarly, there can be no nm-proof for -A or --A in CWELP, since does not occur in the programs. Analogously, the definition of nm-proof does not change either.
We can easily extend the constructive definition of the wellfounded model for GLP

to CWELP, with the obvious limitation that the result WF(P) of a CWELP P,
need not always be a model. We extend the operator 4)p from definition 3.12 to
CWELP:

Definition 4.30 [Operator qDp] Let J and I be interpretations of a CWELP P. Let
A be a ground atom. Define the operator (DP : 3BP H 3BP by:

0J(I)(A) =

t if ERL(I)(A) = t
f if IRL(I)(-A) = t or if ERJ(I)(-A) = t
u otherwise

As for GLP, OP is <i-monotone on 3BP and has a unique <t-least fixpoint lfp(0p)
_ (p T", where $ p To = .Bp.

Definition 4.31 [Operator Sp] Let P be a CWELP with interpretation J.

The

operator Op : 3BP F-+ 3BP is defined as Sp(J) = '01P T".
SZp is <k-monotone and has a unique <k-least fixpoint Up TW.

Definition 4.32 [Wellfounded model] Let P be a. CWELP. The operator WF is
defined as WF(P) = Qp Tw. If WF(P) is a model of P, it is called the wellfounded
model, abbreviated as wf-model, of P.

Theorem 4.33 Let P be a CWELP. If WF(P) is a model, then, it is the _<k-least
stable model of P.

Proof: Obviously, if every stable model is a fixpoint of SZp, then WF(P) is the least
stable model, since it is the least fixpoint of Sp.
'
i

Let M be Qp T". M is a fixpoint of Sp, so Sp(M) = 4)M T" = Al. Therefore, Al
is also a fixpoint of 4DP : Cp (M) = M. The proof that every A }E Bp such that
M(A) = t has an rim-proof is easy and left to the reader. To prove that Al is a
stable model, it remains to be proven that every A E Bp such that. M(A) = u has
an nm-proof with respect to P and M.
I

M(A) = u iff 4b"r(M)(A) = u iff

`dAf-aEP:3LEa:M(L)54
and

3.A- aEP:VLEa: M(L)>if
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This. means that

VAS-- aE P:3LEa: M(L)=f or M(L)=u
and

3A1-aEP:VLEa: M(L)>tf
The rule A - a E P such that for all L E a : M(L) >t f is the last rule in
an nm-proof for A, the other rules in that nm-proof consist of nm-proofs for every explicit literal in a®. We already know that if L E a® and M(L) = t then L
has an nm-proof with respect to M and P. But if M(L) = u, then we repeat the
above lines reasoning until a® = 0. Theoretically, we have to check the situation
that there are an Al and A2 such that M(A,) = M(A2) = u and A2 appears positively (that is without -) in the created nm-proof for Al and vice versa. The most
simple instance of this consists of one rule: A F- A. Due to -DP j° = -Bp for all interpretations J, A stays false in the iterations and not undefined, contradiction. D
a®.

Example 4.34 (Missing-person) P = {search +- -dead,

-dead <-- alive,
-alive i- dead}.
WF(P') = {-dead , -alive, search}.
For CWELP we can now give a new formalization of the CWA that characterizes
negation in CWELP:

CWA: Infer -A iff WF(P)(-A) = t.
In appearance, CWELP differs from ELP to the extent that we would expect the
semantics developed for CWELP and ELP to differ as well. In the sections 4.9,
4.10 and 4.11, we will show that, at least for the stable model semantics, CWELP
subsumes ELP. Furthermore, if the Closed World Assumption is added syntactically
to ELP we have equivalence with CWELP under the stable model semantics.

4.9 CWELP equivalent to ELP with CWA
In the following we will prove that if P is an ELP, then J(NF(P)) is equivalent to

P and that if CWAp = {-A *-- -A I-iA E Lit-(P)}, then IP(P) is equivalent to
P U CWAp. Equivalent is taken to be with respect to the stable model semantics.
I is defined to be the following transformation:

Definition 4.35 Operator J] Let P be an ELP, then T : ELP- CWELP is defined as
XP(L) _
_

A

- if L = A or L = --A for some A

-A if L = -A or L = -A for some A
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'F(01 A 02) = I(01) A 'P(02)-

T(r) _ T(hd(r)) - T(a(r))

T(P)_{W(r)I rEP}.
We overload W so that it can also be applied to models:

Definition 4.36 Operator, 1] Let P be an ELP with model M,. then
'P(M) = {WY(L) I L E MI.

If M' is a model of I(P) then
Xp,nv(M')

= M u {-,A I -A E MI u {--,A I A E MI.

Note that this amounts to T(M) = M fl (Bp U -Bp). Also note that %P and q, in"
are k-monotone.

Proposition 4.37 Let M be a model of P U CWAp, then --A E M iff A E M.
Proof If A E M then because of coherence --A E M. If --,A E M, then since M
o
is a model and -A E-- -A E CWAp, M(-A F- -A) = t, so M(-A) = f.
In [28] the definition of a model is extended in that I (r) = t also if I (-hd(i )) = t

and I(a(r)) 0 f. The asymmetry in this definition can cause some trouble, for
example: If M is a model of ELP P U CWAp, in the sense of [28], but not a model
in the usual sense, then --A E M iff A E Al or A E MU because of the extension
of the notion of a model. Therefore, we still use the definition of the notion model
that is customary in logic programming.

Theorem 4.38 Let P be an ELP. If M is a model of P U CWAp then

T(M) is a model of T(P) and
q,inv(kF(M)) = M.

If Al' is a model of T (P), then
Vnv(M') is a model of P U CWAp and
41(Tin"(M'))

= M'.
F
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Proof By definition M(L) = J(M)(I(L)) and if L E M' then J'"v(M')(L) = M(L).
Furthermore, if L = --A or L = --A, then j"°v(M')(L) = M'(T(L)). Therefore,
if r E P U CWAp, then M(r) = T(M)(T(r)) and J"`v(M')(r) = M'(%F (r)). If
A E M (and therefore --A E M), then by definition A E T (M) and again by
definition A and --A in I i `v(T (M)). If A M (and therefore --A M), then by
definition A !(M) and again by definition both A and --A not in J'"v(1I (M))
Suppose -A E M (and therefore -A E M), then by definition -A E I(M) and
again by definition -A and -A in IF 'nv(T (M)). This proves the second part of the
first statement. The second part of the second statement is proved analogously.

Theorem 4.39 Let P be an ELP. If M E Stab3(P U CWAp) then T(M) E
Stab3(T(P)). Also, if M' E Stab3(I(P)) then T'"v(M') E Stab3(P U CWAP).
Proof First part: Suppose r = (r1, ..., rm) is an nm-proof up (L) of L E Lit(P)
with respect to P and M, then I(rr) _ (I(r1),...,T(r, )) is an nm-proof for T(L)
with respect to 1Y(P) and i(M), for:

1. hd(r,,,) = L implies that hd(i(rm)) = T(L)

2. for every ri (1 < i < m): M(a(ri)) = M(hd(ri)) implies that
T(M)(T(a(ri))) = M(a(ri)) = M(hd(ri)) = T(M)(hd(T(ri))) and
Lit(a®(ri)) C {hd(r1), ..., hd(ri_1)} implies that Lit(T(a®(ri))) C
{hd(T(ri)), ..., hd(iI'(ri_1))}.
If every nm-proof of -A consists only of rules in CWAP, then -A needs no proof
in IF (P).

Second part: Suppose r = (J(r1),...,1Y(rm)) is a nm-proof a,(p)(I(L)) with
respect to T(P) and M', then Ti`v(r) = o,(CWAp) o (r1,...,rm) is an nm-proof of
L with respect to P U CWAp and J"v(M'), for:
1. hd(J(rm)) = I(L) implies hd(rm) = L

2. for every ri (1 < i < m): Tinv(M')(a(ri)) = M'(a(T(ri))) = M'(hd(I(ri)))
= IF i""(M')(hd(ri)). And Lit(T (a(1'(ri))) C {hd(TI'(ri)), ..., hd(I(r1-1))}
implies that Lit(a+(ri)) C {hd(r1), ...,hd(rt_1)} and Lit(a,(ri)) C CWAp U
{hd(ri), ..., hd(ri_1)}.

In order to finish the equivalence proof of P U CWA.p and T (P) under the stable
model semantics,. we still have to prove the following:

Theorem 4.40 Let P be an ELP. T(WF(PU CWAp)) = WF(1Y(P)) and
1Jinv(WF(T(P))) = WF(PU CWAp).
.
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Proof First part: Remember that the wellfounded model of an ELP is its least
stable model. Suppose S is a stable model of T(P) such that
S <k T(WF(P U CWAp)),
then due to the previous two theorems and Theorem 4.38,
. nv(T(WF(P
U CWAp))) = WF(P U CWAp)
V"(S) <k T,
and %Y'nv(S) also is a stable model of P U CWAp which is impossible, since M is
the least stable model of P U CWAP.

Second part: Suppose S is a stable model of P U CWAP such that
S <k

p,nv( WF(`J(P))),

then WF(P U CWAP) <k S and due to the k-monotony of %Y, the previous two
theorems and theorem 4.38,
I( WF(PU CI4WAp)) <k %y(`Y`nv(WF(T(P)))) = WF(T(P)),

whereas we just proved that T (WF(P U CWAp)) = WF(T(P)).
Since we do not need the fact that in CWELP the wellfounded model is the least
stable model, the second part of the previous theorem was not proved analogously
to the first part.

Corollary 4.41 Let P be an ELP, then P U CWAp is equivalent to T(P).
So if we want to use the closed world assumption, we do so using CWELP with a
much smaller program then the equivalent in ELP.
In the following we will deal with the equivalence of ELP P and CWELP T (NF(P)),
which means that ELP is subsumed by CWELP.

4.10 CWELP subsumes ELP
In the previous section we overloaded T so that. it can also be applied to models. In
that definition we made use of the fact that given CWAp, A E M iff --A E M. In
this section we will not use CWAp for ELP's P, therefore we have to consider that
--A E M while A E Mu. This means that we cannot apply T to the models as we
did earlier.
For the sake of simplicity, we will adjust the NF-operator so- that there are rules for
nonA for every atom ABp. It is easy to see that this does not affect the theorems

concerning NF. And in this part of the section it is useful, since --A can appear
in a model of an ELP P, even if -A does hot occur in P. In fact, if!-A does not
occur in P, then -A will be false by negation as failure in all stable models of P.
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Definition 4.42 [Normal form] Let P be an ELP with rule r, then NF : ELP H
SELP is the operator that transforms P into the normal form NF(P), which is a
SELP.

NF(P) = U,.EP NF,-(r) U {-A - nonA, -nonA +- A A E Bp},

NF(r) _ {NF(hd(r)) +-- NF(a(r))}
NF(01 A 02) = NF(oi) A NF(02)
nonA
nonA

NF(L) =

if L = -A

if L = --A
otherwise

1L

We want to compare models of P with models of I(NF(P)), for which we need a
new operator:

Definition 4.43 [Operator E] Let P be an ELP with model M, let Al' be a model
of T (NF (P)).

=(M)=

IL I L E M and L= A or L= -A} U

{nonA -AEM}U

{nonA --A E M}.
E`nv(M')=

{L I L E Wand LE(BpU-Bp)}U
{-A l nonA E M'} U

{--A I -nonA E M}.
Lemma 4.44 Let P be an ELP with model Al and let Al' be a model of I(NF(P)).

1. E(M) is a model of T(NF(P)).
is a model of P.

2.

3. E(Einv(Ml)) =
y,nv(u(M)) = M.

M.

4

Proof
1. Suppose r E P, then M(r) = t. M(hd(74)) _ =-(M)(hd.(CP(NF(r)))) by

If L E Lit(a(r)) then M(L) _ E(M)(I(NF(L))). So M(a(r))
_ E(M)(a(I(NF(r)))), which implies that M(r) =
definition of

2. Since M' is a model of I(NF(P)), M'(*(NF(r))) = t for every r E P and
uinv(:M')(r) M'(I(NF(r))) = t.
=
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3. by definition of E and E.
4. by definition of E and =in
11

Lemma 4.45 Let P be an ELP.
If M E Stab3(P), then '(M) E Stab3(T(NF(P))).
If M' E Stab3(T(NF(P))), then E"' E Stab3(P).
Proof First part: Suppose r is an nm-proof of L E Lit(P) with respect to P and
M, then NF(r) is an nm-proof of L with respect to NF(P) and NF(M). Suppose

NF(r) = (rl,...,r,n), then Ii(NF(r)) = (.I(rl),...,I(r,n)). I(NF(r)) is an
nm-proof of J(L) with respect to I(NF(P)) and E(M), for, due to the equivalence
of P and NF(P):
1. hd(rm) = L implies that hd(I (rm)) = T(L)

2. for every T(ri) (1 < i < m):.=(M)(a(T(ri))) = NF(M)(a(ri)) _
NF(lI fl (hd(r;)) = E(A)(hd(I (r;))) and Lit(a+(%I`(ri))) C {hd(l!(r1)), ...,
hd(IF(ri_1))}, since a(ri) = T(a(ri)).

Second part: Suppose r is an nm-proof of -A with respect to T(NF(P)) and M'.
Suppose r = (rl,..., r,). The only rule with -A as its head is -A E- nonA so this
r,n_1) must be an
must be rm. Let r,' be -A F- nonA. Clearly, r'
nm-proof of nonA with respect to T (NF(P)) and Al'. Furthermore, every rule in r'
is a rule of NF(P), so -r' o r,n must be an nn-proof of -A with respect to NF(P)
and NF(Einv(M')). Due to the equivalence of NF(P) and P this implies that there
must also exist an nm-proof of -,A with respect to P and in,(Al')
If r is an nm-proof of
with respect to T (NF(P)) and M' and r = r'o r, then
r must be nonA <-- A. Let r' _ -iA f- A E NF(P). r' is an nm-proof of A with
respect to I(NF(P)) and M' and also with respect to NF(P) and NF(.=inv(M))
The rest of the proof is the same as the previous case. The remaining two cases, i.e.
nm-proofs for A and for nonA, are subsumed by the previous cases.

Theorem 4.46 Let P be an ELP. E(WF(P)) = WF(%I(NF(P))) and
=inv(WF(I(NF(P)))) WF(P).
=
The proof of this theorem is easy given the proof of theorem 4.40.

11

Corollary 4.47 Let P be an ELP, then P is equivalent to %F(NF`(P)).
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To put all of this into perspective we will come back to the missing-person example 4.2,8. Let dead abbreviate nonai, and stop nondt6rch.

Example 4.48 (Missing-person)

P=

{search 4-- --alive}

WF:

{-alive,--alive,
search, --search}

NF(P) _

{search <- -dead,
-dead t- alive,
-alive
dead}

WF: {-alive, -dead,

--dead, --alive,

-

search, --search}

NF(P) according to the second definition:
NF'(P) _
{search +- -dead,
-dead 4- alive,
-alive <-- dead,

-stop

search,
-search <-- stop}

P+CWAp =

PU
{-search - search,

WF: {-alive, dead,

--dead, --alive,
search, --search,
-stop, -stop}

WF: {-alive, -alive,
search, -search}

-alive E--- "alive}
IF (P) =

{search +- alive}

1 (NF(P)) _

{search

-dead
-alive

WF: {-alive, search}
WF: {-alive, -dead,

-dead,

search}

alive,
dead}

The next example is taken from [28] which they used to justify the extension of the
definition of a model as described shortly in Section 4.9.

Example 4.49 [28] Let P = {c +-- -b, b - -a, a F- -a, -b F-}. WF(P) _ {-b,
-b, c, --c, --a}. In CWELP P can be expressed as T(P) = {c - -b, b <-- -a,
a t- -a, -b E-} with WF(%I(P)) = {-b, c}.
As commented in [28], WF(P) is not a model in the traditional sense of logic pro-

gramming, since WF(P)(b) = f <t WF(P)(-a) = u so that WF(P)(b +- -a) = f.
The intuitive idea, as explained in [28], behind the adjustment of the definition of a
model is that the truth of -b overrides any rule for b with undefined body, so that
b becomes false rather than undefined.
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In our opinion this idea lies more in the line of the pure semantics of Laenens [22].
A combination of our work with that of Laenens will perhaps give a satisfactory
semantics to all programs with explicit negation. Furthermore, the adjustment can

lead to unintuitive results. Study for example the program P = {b +- a, a +- tea,
-b +-}, then. P has no model whatsoever in the traditional sense, but the adjustment
would make WF(P) = {rb, -b, ----a} a model. Besides, even with the adjustment,
there exist programs P such that WF(P) is not a model. Sometimes WF(P) is not
even an interpretation.

Example 4.50 [28] Let P = -a +- -b, a +-}. WF(P) = {a, -a, mob, -b}.
Applying IF directly on P does not help here either. J(P) _ {-a +- mob, a +-} and

WF(1(P)) = {-a, a, -b}.
The above program is instable. The price we have to pay for the expressive power of
explicit negation is that we can also develop instable or even inconsistent programs.
In chapter 5 we will show how to find a decent model of instable programs.

4.11

Advantage of CWELP over ELP

Until now, we have shown that CWELP is at least as powerful as ELP, by showing

that for every ELP P there is an equivalent program T (NF(P)) in CWELP. The
advantages of CWELP over ELP are that CWELP is an even more natural extension

of GLP than ELP, in that the semantical operator 4p can trivially be extended to
CWELP leaving us with a constructive definition of the wellfounded model if it
exists. Negation as failure and thereby the CWA assumption are reinstated to their
powerful station as they were in GLP. The explicit negation of an atom A is the
exact semantic opposite of A itself and not only if one of A and its explicit negation
is true. And last but not least we can prove that given a SELP P its transformation
T(P) being a CWELP can enable us to reach more informative models, i.e. increase
in knowledge.

Theorem 4.51 Let P be a SELP, then WF(P) - -Bp <k WF(T(P)).
Proof Only if -A E WF(P), then there might be an A' in Bp such that, due to
coherence, A' needs -A, since -A does not appear in the body of any rule in P

and neither does -A.

:

Suppose Lit-(P) fl WF(P) 0 then there must be an -A E WF(P) such that -A
needs no other rA' E WF(P), i.e. every wf-proof of -A is free of the use of
coherence, since circular reasoning is not condoned in the wellfounded model.
For this -A we know that for every wf-proof op'(-A) = (rl,... , r,,,) holds that
{ r1,.. . , riri_1 } C GLP(P). Furthermore, we know that for every -A' in

Lit-(o ,'F(-A)), A' needs no other negative explicit literal. Since

T(GLP(P)) = GLP(P),
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WF(1P(GLP(P))) =. WF(GLP(P)).

Note that

WF(GLP(P)) C. WF(P)
and

WF(GLP(P)) C WF(I(P)).
So (rl,..., r,,,_1) is a wf-proof for every B E Lit+(rm). Therefore

WF(GLP(P))(Lit+({rl ..., rm_1}) = t
which implies

WF(1'(P))(Lit+(aj F(-A)) = t
and therefore T (rpF(- A)) is a wf-proof of -A with respect to IT(P). An easy
induction based on the previous will show for every -A that if -A E WF(P), then
.-A E WF(I (P)).
Also for every A: if A does not need any -A' in P there WF(P)(A) = WF(kp (P)) (A).

So WF(P) - -BP <k WF(I(P)).
In the proof we used a weak cumulativity result:

Lemma 4.52 (Weak cumulativity) Let P = GLP(P) U P' be a SELP or CWELP,

then WF(GLP(P)) - -,Bp C WF(P) - Bp.
Proof Note that we only have to prove that

,A E WF(GLP(P)) implies -A E WF(P).
-A E WF(GLP(P)) iff for all rules r in GLP(P) with hd(r) = A holds that
WF(GLP(P))(a(r)) = f.
Suppose that -A WF(P), this is true iff there is a rule r E P with hd(r) = A
and WF(P)(a(r)) 54 f. hd(r) = A implies that r E GLP(P) and r is the last rule
of a nm-proof ap F(A).
With induction on the length of this nm-proof, we will show a contradiction.

Suppose ap F(A) = (r), then a+(r) = 0. If a-(r) = 0 as well, then
hd(r) = A E' WF(GLP(P)) contradiction.
If a-(r) contains a literal -A, then WF(GLP(P))(A') = t while WF(P)(A') 54 t.
This means there must be a wf-proof for A' with respect to GLP(P) that is no
proof, so naf is used (otherwise WF(P)(A') = t as well). This brings us back to
an instantiation of the very statement we have to prove. But since the wellfounded
model contains no elements obtained by circular reasoning, in a finite number of
tries we must prove -A E WF(P) for an A that needs no other A' with respect to
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GLP(P) that is false by negation as failure, i.e. based on facts. So, that if r in
GLP(P) is a rule for A, then a-(r) 54 0 and there is an -r A' E a-(r), such that A'
is a fact, that is A' is true in every model of GLP(P). Or in other words, ,a proof
can be given to the truth of A'. But then this proof would be valid in P as well,
therefore A' would be true in WF(P) as well. Implying that A would be false by
negation as failure in WF(P) as well. Contradiction.
We can easily show that theorem 4.51 cannot be reversed.

Example 4.53 Consider P = {a <- -b, b +- -a, -,a F-}. Then
%F (P) = j a +-- -b, b +- tea, -a .-}. WF(P) = {-ra, b, tea, N-b}, since b follows
from -a and -a follows from -a because of the basic coherency requirement. The
b}.
wellfounded model of its CWELP counterpart is WF(kF(P)) =
The following example shows that in some cases CWELP's results in more informative wellfounded models than their counterparts in ELP, even though theorem 4.51
does not hold for all programs with -, in the body of rules.

Example 4.54 Let P be the program {q *-- b, q +- -b}.

1P(P) = {q E- b, q +- -b}. WF(P) = {-q,-b,--q,, --bl, while
WF('P(P)) = j q, -.b} which is more intuitive than WF(P). This result is due to
the close connection between a and -a, and between - and

Example 4.55 Consider P = {c +- a, a f-- b, b +- -.b, -a 4-}.
WF(P) = {-a, -a, -c, Nib, c}. The addition of -rc although -c is already
present, is necessary because c and -c are seen as two different atoms and
contradictory results in larger programs have to be prevented. The translation of
P into CWELP is T (P) _ { c 4- a, a -- b, b +- -mob, -a 4-}. And its wellfounded
model is WF(I(P)) = {tea,

Example 4.56 Let P be {c +- --b, b +- -tea, a +- -a, rb +-}. Therefore
I(P) = {c +- b, b +-- -a, a +- -tea, b E-}. The wellfounded models are
WF(P) = {rb, c, -b, --c,.--a} and WF(I (P)) = {-b, c}. In this example the
difference between a and -a can be seen in the fact that --a is in WF(P)
although -a cannot be added (because of the third rule in P).
Of course the translation IT is not one-to-one, and although theorem 4.51 does not
hold for all ELP's, the following is an example where it does hold.

Example 4.57 Let P, be {ra +-- -c, b f- --a} and let P2 be
{-ia F- -c, b +- a}. The translation of both programs is
+- -c, b f-- a}.
1I(Pl) = I (P2) =

WF(Pi) = WF(P2) = {-a, -a, -c, -c, -mob, -b}. Whereas
WF(I(Pi)) = ({-a}, {b, c}).
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It is easy to see, that the use of -- in the body of rules- disturbs the validity of
theorem 4.51. However, the following example shows that if we restrict the bodies

of rules r to Lit--(r) = 0, but allow Lit' 0 0, then the theorem still does not hold:

Example 4.58 Let P = {c - -ia}, then WF(P)
'Q(P) being {c +- .a}, WF(i(P)) = {Na, c}.

4.12

_ J-a, -a, tic, --ic}, while,

Constructive definitions of the wellfounded
model

The research in this chapter made it obvious that a coherence principle is vital in
the semantics of logic programming with both an implicit and an explicit negation.
In [28] the coherence principle was formalized both in the, for ELP extended, definition of interpretations and in a newly defined operator Cola, developed for the
stable model semantics.
In the extended definition of interpretations, it is demanded that if L, being an explicit literal, is an element of IT, with I an interpretation, then -L must be present
in IF. Would it be .possible to shift the coherence principle from the definition of
interpretations to the definition of truth-valuations of formulae? The benefit of this
would be that we can use the definition of interpretations as used normally in GLP
and we get a more natural binding between L and -L. At the same time, we would
not need the special operator Cola, if we can find a suitable extension of Przymusinski's operator (D 'P.

As showed in previous sections, we do not need the coherence principle in the
CWELP programming language, which means that we can use the definitions of
interpretations and truth-valuations of formulae for GLP. The only thing we had to
do was make an obvious extension of (DP. to compute the wellfounded model.
In the following we will show three different ways to give the wellfounded model a
constructive definition for ELP as well. We will show how these methods can be
condensed for SELP and how the wellfounded model of a corresponding CWELP
can be distilled from the wellfounded model of an SELP.
The first method to constructively define the wellfounded model for an ELP is based
on the definitions from chapter 1.

Definition 4.59 (Operator H) Let I be an interpretation and let P be an ELP:
H(I) (respectively H(P)) is the interpretation (resp. program) in which every occurrence of -A is substituted by a new symbol nonA. The inverse operation H"',
substitutes every nonA by A.
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Note that H(P) is a GLP, on which (DP can directly be applied. We extend the
definition of SZp to:

Definition 4.60 (Operator SZp) S2p(J) = Coh(Hinv('H(p) T ).
Then we can take the definition of the wellfounded model of GLPs:

Definition 4.61 (Wellfounded model) WF(P) = Stp Tw. If WF(P) is a model
of P, then WF(P) is the wellfounded model of P.
The second constructive definition of the wellfounded model is also based on the
definitions in chapter 1, but does not need the operator Coh, since the coherence
principle is incorporated in the definition of 'DJ:

Definition 4.62 (Operator -0P) Let I and J be interpretations of ELPP and let
L be an explicit literal.

t if ERP(I)(L) = t
f if IRP(I)(-L) = t or

4) P(I)(L) =

Iu

t or J(- L) = t

otherwise

Let 4)p T ° = -Bp U ^--Bp. Then, the constructive definition of the wellfounded
model is exactly as for GLP's: Op = (Dp Tw and WF(P) = SZp T".
The third constructive definition of the wellfounded model is based on the following
set of definitions:

Definition 4.63 (Interpretation) By an interpretation I of a language Lang we
mean any set T U -F, where T and F are disjoint subsets of explicit literals over
the Herbrand Base, obeying that there is no pair of explicit literals A and -A such
that A E T and -SAE T.
So instead of the coherence principle, we only demand that interpretations are noncontradictory.

Definition 4.64 (Truth-valuation) If I is an interpretation, the truth-valuation
I corresponding to I is a function I : Form F-, V, where V is the set of truth-values
and Form is the set of all formulae of the language, recursively defined as follows:
Let L be an explicit literal,
A_'

I(L)=I(L)
t if I(L) = f or I(-L) = t
(I)( .L) =

f

if I(L) = t and I(-,L) # t

1 u otherwise

I(al n a2) = min(I(al), I(a2))

!(L) !j !(a)
I(L«-a) _ ! tf if
otherwise
l
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Then we need the simple extension of 0P1 (1) so that it can be applied to explicit
literal and not only to atoms.

Definition 4.65 (Operator 4)P) Let I and J be interpretations of ELP P and let
L be and explicit literal, then

t if ERP(I)(L) = t
4) P(I)(L) =

f if IRL(I)(-L) = t
u otherwise

Let -DP To = -BP U -Bp. Then, the constructive definition of the wellfounded
model is exactly as for GLP's: SZp = 4pP j" and WF(P) = Sp T".
Of course, everything that holds for ELP also holds for SELP, since SELP is a
- does not occur in rule bodies in SELP's, one
could argue that, given an interpretation I, IF C_ Bp is all we need, instead of
IF C BP U -ABP. Let P be an ELP, then NF(P) is an SELP. Suppose M is a model
of NF(P), then the corresponding model M' of CWELP T(NF(P)) can be found
by taking MT = {I(L) I L E MT} and M. = MF fl Bp. In this way it is directly
obvious that -A E MT has an nm-proof with respect to M' and I(NF(P)), assuming of course that M' is stable. Even if M' is an arbitrary model, we can at least
discriminate between "belief in -A" and "disbelief in A".

subclass of ELP. However, since

However, if M' is the wellfounded model, then it could be that A E MF and still A
has an nm-proof. As an example consider the following programs:
sample {1d66- -a,

b-c,

and

P2 =

{d - -c,
b

c.bA -d,

c

a+-b}

F-

-cA -d,

b,

-a +- b}

With this discrimination between implicit and explicit negation, the wellfounded
models of these programs look like:

For P,: WF(PI)T = {d, b}, WF(Pl)F = {a, c} and for P2: WF(P2)T = {d, c},
WF(P2)F = {a, b}. In both cases a is false because of an implicit reason. However,
-a has (-a +- b, b +- Nc) as an nm-proof with respect to Pl and WF(P1), while
there is no nm-proof of -a with respect to P2 and WF(P2).

The reason we chose to write CWELP interpretations as subsets of BP U -Bp
(or equivalently as I = (It, IF) with IT C Bp and IF C_ Bp) instead of using
It C_ Bp U -Bp and IF C Bp, is that in our point of view the basic difference in the
status of literals is whether or not there exists a monotonic proof for them. If not,
then either there is an nm-proof for the literal or there is an implicit reason for it.
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But what is the difference between a inonotonic proof and' a nonmonotonic proof
other then that somewhere in the nonmonotonic proof an implicit reason was used
to make some literal false! Besides, even if we know that a literal has an nm-proof, it
does not mean that we have such an nm-proof. Such an rim-proof has to be searched
for.

4.13

Conclusion

By explicit negation we; mean that falsity of a literal must be based on a derivation
within the context of logic programming. In contrast, implicit negation. means that
the falsity of a literal is based on the inability, within the programming paradigm,
to find a derivation of this literal.

In this chapter, we motivated the use of explicit negation as an extension of the
General Logic Programming language. In literature, one such an extension is found
under the name of Extended Logic Programming, or in short ELP. In the language
of ELP, two separate symbols are used to indicate implicit (denoted -) and explicit (denote -) negation. The use of two separate symbols for negation led to the
distinction between -A and A as different, independent entities. Research showed
that because of this distinction, extending the semantics from GLP to ELP in such
a way that effective use can be made of the increase in expressive power is inher-

ently nontrivial. Furthermore, the distinction between -A and A with the use of
a separate implicit negation leads to counterintuitive situations, in which A can be
implicitly false, while -A is not (implicitly) true. This phenomenon is explained
by the overloading of the truth value "false", which is done is such a manner that
explicit negation is deemed more important than implicit negation.
Recently, a good semantics for ELP has bveen developed that extends the stable
model semantics of General Logic Programming to Extended Logic Programming by
making effective use of explicit negation. This semantics is characterized by the use
of the coherence principle, which was especially developed to overcome the problems
caused by the distinction of atoms and their explicit negations.
Coherence however, only partly solves these problems, since overloading of the value
false still leads to the same counterintuitive situations.

In order to overcome the problems caused by overloading, the status of implicit
negation with respect to that of explicit negation needs to be equalized, which is
possible by syntactically including the. Closed World Assumption into the programming environment. We proved that this inclusion does not limit the expressive power
of the programming language. However, adding syntactically the Closed World Assumption for every predicate symbol to a program,. makes the program unnecessarily
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large. Based on these observations, we proved that the distinction between explicit
and implicit negation is unnecessary.
The programming language developed using this principle is referred to as Closed
World Extended Logic Programming, or CWELP. A result of the fact that CWELP
uses only one negation symbol, is that the semantics of GLP can be extended in a
straightforward manner, without having to use new coherence principles.
The distinction between atoms and their explicit negations can syntactically be introduced into CWELP by making use of new atomic symbols to stand that what
would be an explicit negated atom in ELP. Based on this observation a transformation from ELP's into CWELP's was developed which was used to prove that
CWELP is at least as expressive as ELP.
For a subclass of ELP called SELP or Simple Extended Logic Programming, a trivial
transformation into CWELP exists which shows that the wellfounded semantics of
CWELP extends that of SELP. Furthermore, SELP was proven to be equivalent to
ELP, effectively showing that CWELP subsumes ELP.
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